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was for the best and some 
may think it was for the 
worst, but none the less it 
changed. And along with the changes 
on campus, we, the staff of the Acropolis, 
have made some changes with the 
book. We have revamped the sections, 
we have rearranged pages and added 
more to get better coverage of our 
lives at Whittier this past year. Our hope 
is that amongst these pages we were 
able to capture the change in a way 
that will allow you to remember. This year 
life at Whittier should have shown you 
that everything is Subject to Change. 
his year life changed on the 
Whittier College campus. 
Some may think the change 

PC 
ampus constantly seems 
to be changing, There 
are new students, new 
dorm rooms and new 
neighbors. New rules are 
implemented, such as the 
new to-go policy in the Cl. The thing is, 
as students, it seems as if there is always 
a change to something on campus. We 
might not realize it right away but every 
year something changes; it could be 
where we work or even where we hang 
out after classes or on the weekends. But 
the biggest change to our campus this 
year was the construction. Before we 
realized it, the sprung structure was built in 
the parking lot and the discussion turned 
to when our last meal in the Cl would 
be. Whether or not we realize it, there 
seems to always be a Change of Routine. 
Campus Life 
Before setting foot on campus, many can't help but think 
about what their campus life may be like. Who will I hang out 
with; will I make friends; what will we do when we aren't in class? 
But wondering about what do to in your spare time isn't a worry 
for the Whittier College student, Every week there are usually a 
variety of events going on around campus, or events sponsored 
by a department or faculty member nearby off campus. Many 
of the societies on campus organize dances throughout the year 
to lighten up the atmosphere and bring the campus together. 
This year we saw the visitation and lecture series by 
Henry Kissinger, Nobel Peace Prize winner and former Secretary 
of State under former President and Whittier Alumni Richard 
Nixon and former President Gerald Ford. And when students 
have needed a break from their classes and workload, many 
Friday nights were filled with trips to Medieval Times in Buena 
Park, Downtown Disney, and Los Angeles Laker games, with 
discounted tickets! Not to mention the variety of events held 
each year in the Club down in the Spot. 
Jennifer Saltzman 
and 	 Joe Ran gel 
brighten up their 
Saturday 	 night 
with a mini-dance 
party smores, and 
a late night run to 
MalcaSalsa, They 
never let a quiet 
night happen on 
their watch. 
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Many afternoons on the quad north of the library 
students can find a vibrant game of ultimate frisbee 
to join in on, 
Life on campus doesn't always need to be spontaneous. This is  college campus 
and we are all students, part of which means sometime or another we all have 
to take a break and study 
Lauren Crazier and her roommate, Rachel Borick 
take a break from enhancing each others sharpie 
tattoos to document their progress. Photo Credit.' 
Lauren Crozier 
Angie Pietrantoni and Matthew Avila 
met during their freshman year here at 
Whittier College. Since then, they have 
been inseparable, always causing a 
smile to appear on each others face. 
ommunity BBQs 
For most residents, a new year on campus 
means a new room, and for those students transferring 
to Whittier and incoming freshmen, a new room comes 
with a new roommate or two, So what better way to 
get to know your new neighbors than a community 
social. Each year, ResLife puts on several community 
BBQs throughout the fall in order to strengthen 
community friendship and togetherness. It is a great 
opportunity to hang out with your friends, eat some 
grilled foods, relax, and socialize, 
Community BBQs allow Whittier residents 
to take it easy, giving them a night off from the 
normal run to the Cl for dinner. For the 2006-2007 
school year, the Johnson and Stauffer resident halls 
community BBQ allowed all freshman to get together 
once again, something they had not been able to 
do since orientation week. A tradition which started 
many years ago, the concept of the community BBQ 
is sure to continue each year. Likewise, just as the fall 
semester has its own BBQs, spring semester welcomes 
school wide community BBQs held on the upper quad 
in celebration of sunny days and warmer weather, 
both of which attract many students to Whittier and its 
Southern California climate. Many times, these large 
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community BBQs are the ones most remembered. 
Community BBQs are much more than a time 
for friends to get together, eat outside, and listen 
to music and participate in other activities. Such 
BBQs are also held throughout the year as part of 
various campus activities including Diverse Identities 
Week, the beginning of Hispanic Heritage Month, and 
Black History Month. During these times of the year. 
Bon Appetit curves their selections around the food 
associated with each culture. During the Hispanic 
Heritage BBQ, students feasted on vegetable paella, 
came asada, and a tropical fruit salad. Likewise, 
during Black History Month, all those who attended 
the BBQ ate a variety of comfort foods from the South 
including fried chicken, corn on the cob, baked beans, 
corn bread, and a variety of fruit pies, all washed 
down with a cold glass of lemonade. These themed 
BBQs give students the opportunity to experience the 
foods of cultures they may not have been previously 
acquainted with. Food is an important aspect of 
cultures around the world and the same is held true 
here at Whittier College with the students love for 
food. 
WHITTIER COLLEGE 
Campus Center 
Renovation & Expansion 
Top: The sign on the Lower Quad stands as a reminder of things 
to come; a new state of the art kitchen and dinning facility for 
both the Campus Inn and The Spot, 
Above: President Sharon Herzberger addressed the upcoming 
plans and her excitement for anew environment where students 
will beable to get together in a communal space. 
Right: The ampitheater parking /at was cut in half due to the 
construction of the sprung structure. 
roundbreal(ing 
The Campus Inn building was built in the 1950s, renovated in the 
1980s, and now it is going to be completely renovated once 
again. The new building will have 20,000 square feet added to 
the new wing. The new building will have extra room to include 
different buildings such as the Mail Room, Career Services, 
Cultural Center, Office of Internships, Residential Life, Dean 
of Students, Office of Student Activities, as well as all of the 
Student Publications. The new Student Union will be a place of 
gathering and will serve as the focal point of social activities for 
the Whittier College community. The groundbreaking ceremony 
took place showing everyone's excitement for the project. 
The temporary dinning facility, the Sprung Structure, began 
construction in the beginning of 2007 but students will have 
their first meal fall semester. This structure was constructed in the 
ampitheatre parking lot, making quite a stir about the parking 
issue. Parking on campus was tight already for commuter and 
non-comm muter students, and now with half of the lot parking 
lot gone, it is now a large issue for students, 
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Main: President Herzberger as well as other trustees take their shovels to the dirt to 
iniciote the groundbreaking. 
Below: In addition to the construction noise, the Sprung structure has also severly limited 
Whittier College parking; taking up half of the ampitheater parking lot. 
Worl(study 
Money is always on the minds of Whittier College 
students, If they are not spending it at different specialty 
stores and restaurants in Uptown, they are working on campus 
trying to make some of that money back. Jobs are available 
in almost every department and office on campus and it 
seems everyone is always looking for new student employees. 
From driving around campus in golf carts for Campus Safety 
to helping students with their computers at IT Services, WC 
students can utilize their specialties and put them to good use 
while working. 
Business Office employee Gilma Borja says: "My job 
is never a problem when it comes to school. They are very 
understanding with my class schedule, rearranging work hours 
is rarely a problem Like Borja, students find working on campus 
is much more convenient than working off campus, around 
town. Students chose their hours of work so it does not conflict 
with classes, or sometimes their social lives, Overall, working on 
campus is a winning situation for everyone involved! 
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Above: Whether it§ filing or doing 
computer work, working for 
the Admissions office is always 
rewording. Here Joanna Perez 
helps o fellow student with o 
question. 
Right, Two mo/I room workers 
deliver moil oIl over campus, 
making life o little easier for those 
bigger departments with lots of 
moil. 
Left: Ca/lie Craner and co-worker 
help the students of Whittier College 
when they have class and registration 
problems. Whether you are adding 
or dropping a class, they are always 
willing to help. 
Bottom Right.' The Office of Student 
Activities is always looking for student 
workers to help with organizing the 
events that happen every day on 
campus. 
Bottom Left: Doing homework and 
working at the some time seems like 
the perfect job for these two library 
attendants. Be sure to ask them for help 
when looking up books and checking 
them out. 
Below: The witch, played by Megan Lewis-Johnson, admires 
her daughter Rapunzel (Jessica Farrell) beautiful hair 
Below: Cast members Avinash Jackson, Leslie Dubberly Megan Lewis-Johnson, Max 
Gal/a, Jessica Farrell, Thomas Felix-Neal, Eric Rivera, Megan Gerber, Alex Chaudry Katie 
Hayashi, and Matt Cal/away assemble on stage for the closing song of Act One, 
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Above: Jack (Parthan 
Vishvanathan) says his 
goodbyes to his best 
friend the cow, Milky 
White. 
Right: The Baker and 
his wife (Napoleon 
Tavale, Danielle Orner) 
desperately wish for a 
child. 
Theater 
The Whittier College Department of Theater had quite a 
busy and successful year with three main productions and one 
smaller production. 
In the fall, "Tartuffe" was performed with much success, 
All involved were recognized by the Kennedy Center American 
College Theater Festival. Napoleon Tavale (Tartuffe) and Daniel 
Armas (Orgon) were nominated to compete in the Irene Ryan 
Acting Scholarship competition. 
During Jan Term, students and staff were surprised but 
delighted to learn that the usual production of "The Vagina 
Monologues" was being replaced by "The Laramie Project' 
Jenny Smith's senior project, "The Laramie Project' was incredibly 
popular despite the fact it was such a small production. 
The spring musical performance of "Into the Woods" was 
highly entertaining as it combined everyone's favorite fairy tales 
wth singing, dancing, and hilarious misfortunes. 
Lastly, the Theater Department put on "Stop Kiss' directed 
by Gill Gonzalez, A powerful story, the play unfolds with how 
one shared kiss changes the lives of two girls, forever, 
Above: Cinderella stepmother (Leslie Dubberly) scolds Cinderella 
'Megan Gerber). 
3e/ow: The Wolf (Josh Wood) sneakily convinces Little Red Riding 
-lood (Lora Huriburt) to stray from the path 
Above: Cinderella stepsisters, Lucinda and Florinda (Jennifer Herrera, Avi-
nash Jackson) get thier eyes pecked out by birds. 
Below: Prince Charming (Eric Rivera) searches for his princess flanked by his 
faithful stewards (Cody Goulder, Alex Chaudry) 
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Ready for a night of fun and laughter? Whittier students joined 
comedian Kyle Dunnigan on September 2006 for the first comedy 
night at The Club. Although he's well known for his role in a Carl's Jr. 
milkshake commercial, Kyle Dunnigan delivered much more than 
food. Kyle discussed the difficulties of dating and even incorporated 
his own musical ensemble to emphasize the reenactment of his 
recent dating situation. In March, The Club booked comedian Jen 
Kober for a second night of standup. Born in Louisiana. Jen brought 
both her culture and individuality to the event, making jokes about 
the disaster in New Orleans, and illustrating the importance of 
laughter in times of need. Her topics ranged from food to men to 
people's physical features - making comparisons between her own 
body with that of a supermodel. Following her standup was the In 'N' 
Out 'lOx'lO burger challenge, a sure crowd-pleaser, and free stickers 
from Jen Kober herself. Students who attended these comedy nights 
may have arrived stressed, but they always left with genuine smiles, 
which just go to prove that laughter really is the best medicine. 
Not only was The Club host to different comedians, it has also 
be the site of many concerts on campus. A few of the concerts that 
have taken place include Zion I, Sparrow Love Crew and even the 
baseball team held a benefit concert. For many though, the Zion 
I  concert was all anyone could talk about for days. The Club was 
packed full of students who listened to the music and enjoyed each 
others company. A huge array of events have been held in the Club this 
semester because next year, the club will be missed after the Student 
Union is knocked down. The Club is a great resources on campus and 
the events held here allow the students to have an amazing time. 
Above: The club staff takes a break from their event to pose for o picture on the ampitheater 
steps. 
Left: Zion I wows the club with one of the most talked 
about per formes this campus. 
Be/ow: Club workers Jason Jenkins and Shezad Bruce 
make sure that every event goes smoothly 
Above: Zion I per formes in the club. 
Left.' Sparrow Love Crew came to 
campus in March which had an 
amazing turnout of students. 
For left: Andrea Leong, Yuki Mlyagiwa, 
Tori Kark, and Sean Kark play a game 
of blackjack during Casino night. 
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Above.' Lillian Anderson, Heidi Rohling, Laurel Brown, and Laura Bergar 
relax at Steve BBQ as Tree Deep played a concert for Hurricane 
Kartina re/elf, 
Top left,' Jenny Wu, Brittany Stevens, Allie Spitz, and Teresa Baranowski 
hang out in front of Mann Chinese Theater on Hollywood Bou/vard 
while on their way to check out Club DV8. 
Left.' Amy Fazio, Kourtney Sexauer, Jennifer Shively and Amy friend 
from back home, enjoy a late night bonfire at a local beach. 
H ot Spots 
So what does a poet do when they are bored with on-
campus life? They go off-campus! Where? Well, within walking 
distance, there are a variety of restaurants and shops to keep 
a Poet happy Uptown Whittier includes the California Grill, 
Starbucks, Crepes and Grapes, Uptown Kabob and Azabu. 
And if you are not hungry there are other things to do such as 
see a movie at the Whittier Village Cinemas, shop at Melrose 
Vintage, or even sit in Washington Park to catch up on reading. 
Other hot spots located around Whittier include, an array 
of shopping and food at the newly spruced up Whittwood Mall. 
Once a run down strip mall, it now contains a Target, Sears, JC 
Pennies, as well as Jamba Juice, Red Robin, and Panera, Other 
hot spots students love going to include La Barca, Steve BBQ, and 
Norm's Restaurant. If so desired, students can also venture out to 
the Brea Mall for a day of shopping and people watching, or even 
the Dollar Theatre in La Mirada to catch a quick flick, Further than 
the city limits of Whittier students head to Disneyland, Pasadena, 
Universal Studios or dowtown Los Angeles. But mostly students soak 
up the Southern California weather by spending hours at some 
of the beaches, inculding Santa Monica, Huntington, or Venice, 
Whether students stay within walking distance of campus or venture 
to the greater Los Angeles area there is always something to do. 
bove: Cyndi Morales, Kristen Marshall, Maureen Anonas, Laura Guzman, and 
abriella Capucett/ enjoy an envening at La Barca. 
elow: Jennifer Saltzman, Danleelee Boland, Sarah Miranda, and Luara Naumann 
ave always enjoyed going to Disneyland together, especially when they find time 
stop and chat with the evil Queen of Hearts and Tweedle Dee, 
	  So Ca 
Highlight Trip 
As any Poet would know, Whittier 
not always the most exciting plac 
to be, Yes, there are always event 
on campus, and always people to 
hang out with but sometimes peopl 
need more, Since Whittier is loacte 
in Los Angeles which is central to so 
many places in Southern California 
the Office of Student Acitvities Pu 
togethertrips which allowed student 
to get off campus, Students wer 
able to cool off and dig their toes in 
the sand at Huntington Beach, Santd 
Monica Pier, and Venice Beach afte 
a day of beach clean up. Another 
trip was made to a local museums, 
Museums such as the Museum of 
Tolerance, Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art, the Natural History 
Museum, and the Getty are 
	
all within driving distance of 	 
campus. Right before the 
much anticipated Winter 
Break, OSA took a group 
of students to the Outlet 
Mall giving some studentsl 
the opportunity to buy 
early presents and take': 
advantage of the cheap 
prices for themselves, 
Many students took 
advantage of these bus 
trips to areas of Los Angeles. 
Freshmantaged along tosee 
what was outside the limist 
of Whittier whereas upper-
classman took advantage 
of these trips to have a 
relaxing day away from 
the stresses of classwork, 
Other 	 trips 	 that 
were not a part of the 
So Cal Highlight trips but 
were also co-sponsered 
by OSA included dinner 
at 	 Pirate 	 Adventure, 
Medevial Times and even 
a spring trip to see Wicked. 
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very time an event is planned 
there seems to be changes 
to the plans. There may 
not have been many new 
events on campus this year, 
but there were changes to 
the annual events. No longer is there a 
homecoming court, but we now have the 
Mr. and Mrs. Whittier Contest. Late Night 
Breakfast was held at the end of the fall 
semester instead of during the spring and 
Helping Hands Day is now followed by 
Spring Festival. At the same time, there 
have been new events put on by societies, 
including new dance, and new speakers 
were brought to campus during Diverse 
Identities Week. Whether or not there was 
a new event, or a change to an annual 
event, there is always a Change of Plans. 
Welcome Class of 2010! As 342 new students 
arrived at Whittier on September 3, 2006, the festivities 
began. The students signed in and were given their 
room keys. It was not long before roommates were 
getting to know each other and choosing their 
sides of the room. Once the first year students were 
settled in, they were whisked off to their first meeting 
with their OWLs and mentors who they would be 
meeting with the remainder of the week. This gave 
students to opportunity to become accustomed to 
the Whittier way of life. Parents too had little time for 
rest; by the end of the first day professors dressed 
in robes officially welcomed the first year students 
to Whittier College. Numerous speeches were 
given by the President and community members, 
along with a candle lighting ceremony and song 
singing! By the end of the fourth day, the first year 
students walked to the President's house for dinner 
from around the world, celebrating cuisine from 
China to Mexico. Dinner was accompanied by live 
music and tours around the beautiful home. Overall, 
the welcoming of the class of 2010 went flawlessly. 
Be/ow: On the first day of orientation students lined up for the 
Presidents Convocation speech held in Harris Amphitheater 
Above: At the StoJo House Party Phi Beta Sigma performed a Step Dance 
that ended with a suggestive display of grown men eating whipped 
cream! 
Below: The OWLS (Orientation Week Leaders) gather at Dean Jeanne Ortiz 
home for a break from training! 
Freshman Orientation 
\bov: At the Presidents Co,,vuu,,u,,, students were asked to take part in i,, 
radition of lighting a candle. 
Lecture 	 Series 
September 4, 2006 
	
7:00-8:30p 
Will Keim: 
"Welcome to the time of your life! 
September 13, 2006 7:30-8:30 
Tim O'Brien Lecture, Author. 
Sëthf19, 
Brett Sokolow: 
"Drunk 
 I Sex or DC 
ep ern.er  
Richard Light: 
"Making the Mo 
Years" 
college life. 
elow: At the Presidents Welcome Dinner students were encouraged to hang 
ut and have a good time, complete with frozen desserts! 
The most memorable talk of the 
lecture series was Dr. Will Keim and 
his speech about college life. The 
subject matter was dense and 
about the hardships of college7 
but Dr. Keim added a hilarious twist. 
His lecture covered subjects like 
leadership and self esteem, but 
he also had things to say about 
getting laid! The entire audience 
was laughing with tears in their 
eyes. He welcomed the first year 
students warmly, while at the same 
time raising everyone's spirits. 
He was really funny and he helped 
me forget that my parent had left me!" 
Firs e student, Wren Saito 
f 	 t 
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Above: The Whittier College Dance Team performed beautifully 
during the Homecoming football half-time show. 
Above: Benjamin Walker attempts the field goal kick as his team backs 
him up. 
Above: Jeff Edwards and his friends enjoy their first Whittier College 
bonfire on the upper quad, 
Homecoming 
Homecoming is a time when the whole college 
gets together and school spirit fills the air. Alumni come 
back, parents come to visit, and current students 
get to show their poet pride. Homecoming festivities 
kicked off Friday, October 13th, with the ISO Toga 
Dance, Greek Gods and Goddesses, followed by a 
week of spirit days. Thursday was the first Mr. and Mrs. 
Whittier competition where contestants were asked a 
variety of questions and participated in their own toga 
contest. Friday was the traditional bonfire, hosted in 
the upper quad and the first Mr. and Mrs. Whittier were 
crowned that night. The Homecoming football game 
took place on Saturday the 21st, against the University 
of La Verne, The poets lost 14-27, but it was a close and 
intense game until the second half. Afterwards, students 
attended the Homecoming Carnival where students 
ran through giant, inflatable obstacle courses, ate 
lots of food, and walked around to various clubs and 
organizations who had set up informational booths. All 
in all, Homecoming was a wonderful weekend in which 
students met new people, spent time together with 
family and friends, and supported their football team, 
a 1W 
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elow: Desiree Le Sage and fellow poets are overcame with a sense of hope during the 
itense football game, 
Right.' Connor Tyron and Barbara Johnson are 
presented as Mr and Mrs. Whittier during half 
time. 
Below: All the Mr and Mrs. Whittier contestants 
lines up before the competition began. 
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Whittier 2 
Homecoming 2006 marked the first 
year of the Mr. and Mrs. Whittier 
competition. This year, 4 potential men 
and 6 women responded to questions 
about themselves, showed their poet 
pride, answered Whittier College trivia, 
and constructed a toga to prove they 
were the rightful owners of the crown. 
For the title of Mr. Whittier Connor Tyron, 
Jason Jenkins, Mike Rosencranz, and 
Donato Clay competed against each 
other. Robin Warfel, Bobbie Roy, Krista 
Key, Barbara Johnson, Jenzie Hallifax, 
and B Naylor all contended for the title 
of Mrs. Whittier. The competition was a 
Whittier College first and it went over 
very well, from Jason Jenkin's amazing 
freestyle verse to B Naylor holding the 
letter 'B' throughout the trivia portion, 
this competition really gave the rest 
of the student body a chance to get 
to know the contestants and let the 
contestants prove they had what it 
takes to be a royal Poet. In the end, 
Connor Tyron and Barbara Johnson 
were crowned Mr. and Mrs. Whittier 
for the 2006 Homecoming weekend. 
Above.' Napoleon lavale, Franklin Park, Alex C'haudry and Simon Ghebru along with the rest of 
their friends, pose as Napoleon explains that "this is a night he always looks forward to' 
Top.' Chuck Wagner, Alex Davis, Brittnay Kernagis 
and Kevin McCarroll wait in line for Erotic City 
Above.' With their money in hand and waiting in 
line, these Poets are ready to enter Memories for 
a night to remember 
'Women to Women to Men Talk Erotic City 
This year Erotic City became the talk of 
both students and faculty on campus. For the 
second year in a row, the event was held off 
campus and this year the Lancer's no longer 
received funding from the college to cover 
the costs of the event. For many, the worry was 
having students, particularly female students, 
walk through uptown dressed according to 
the theme of "Less Dressed is Best' Not only 
did this worry cause a stir amongst staff and 
students, but many began to discuss the idea 
that this dance may be nothing more than a 
way for college students to be subjectified. 
This year an organization on campus, 
Women to Women to Men, held discussions 
about the dance before it was held in the fall. 
The talk which happened on October 25th 
entitled, "Roundtable Discussion: Erotic City 
Pros and Cons' was held in the Faculty Center. 
The talk was to show the students of Whittier 
College that the dance seemingly subjectifies 
women as it asks them to show up in nothing 
but their underwear while the men are able 
to show up almost fully dressed in everything 
from boxers and a shirt to bathrobes which 
is deemed appropriate. Although many 
showed up to the talks and were willing to 
participate it is unclear whether or not the 
talks achieved what the group had planed. 
In the end, many students still attended the 
dance and every student dressed according 
to the theme, 
Above: seniors Jennirer 3hively ana ,nmy i-az/a pose with fellow attendees for their last Erotic 
City before they graduate. 
Left: Clad in Santo hat and a purple bathrobe these Poets opt for alternative outfits for the 
nights theme of "less dressed is best' 
Erotic City 
This year many changes were made as to how Erotic 
City would be held, Erotic City is an dance put on by the 
Lancer Society and is normally funded through the Council of 
Representatives and the Office of Student Activities. But after 
many discussions this year between GSA and the Lancers, 
the society decided to keep the event off campus. In doing 
so, the event was no longer funded through the college and 
instead, the news of the event was spread by word of mouth, 
By doing this the Lancers felt as if they had more control over 
the event, but at the same time, the school had no control 
which resulted in campus safety not having a part in dance 
security. In order to compensate for this and other things, the 
Lancers made sure that there were plenty of security guards to 
ensure student safety. In the end, the Lancers made sure that 
the plans for the event were sound to ensure that students 
had a night to remember. 
The controversies surrounding Erotic City did not stop 
the student body from flocking to Memories in Uptown to 
enjoy the night. This is one event that students proclaim to be 
one of the most anticipated nights of the year. Although there 
was a long line at the door, the Lancers offered to sell VIP 
tickets which allowed people to skip the line as well as receive 
a booth. Still, many students complained of long lines both 
inside and out, And after a few mishaps between students, the 
amount of students dwindled, For some, this Erotic City may 
have been their last while for others it was a night to put in the 
books. Either way, despite the controversies surrounding the 
dance, students were still able to have a night to remember. 
Sportsfest 
Sportsfest is a full weekend of fun and games that everyone 
on and off campus looks forward to. Both students, on and off, 
campus spend most of their weekend playing games, cheering 
on their team members, making new friends, and having an all-
around good time, This year's Sportsfest theme was 'Johnny Poet 
and the Sorcerer's Stone' And as one could guess, everything was 
based on the theme of Harry Potter, ranging from the team names 
and banners to some of the games. Most of the regular Sportsfest 
sports were played including basketball, softball, tennis, volleyball, 
soccer and ultimate frisbee. Students also took part in musical 
chairs, jenga, tug-o-war, and dodgeball. But in true Sportsfest 
fashion Whittier took Harry Potter games and they became our 
own. These games inculded Quidditch, complete with seeker and 
a golden snitch, and butterbeer pong. All the teams came with 
cheers and their best game face. In the end, this year's winners for 
the men's teams included first place Ron's Turn, in second Stauffer 
3rd Floor, and in third The Big Sticks, For the women, in first place 
was Dumbledore's Army, second place Puff the Magic Dragon, 
and Malfoys Mama's coming in third. The spirit brooms went to 3rd 
Floor Stauffer and Dumbledore's Army for best positive Sportsfest 
spirit. Once again, Sportsfest was a time to play an intense game 
of dodgeball, think hard about a scavenger hunt, and in the 
midst of competition, come together as Whittier College Poets, 
Above: After a gruiling match of dodgeball Malfoy Mamas and Puff the 
Magic Dragon display their Sportsfest Spirit through a 'goad-game' tunnel, 
Below. This member of Puff The Magic Dragon spins 
10 times while using the bat during the Mystery 
Event. 
Above: In a game that brings you back to 
elementary school, Mitch Wang fights for the 
last musical chair 
Left: Just like in Harry Potter, Sports fest teams 
play their own round of Quidditch, complete 
with the "go/den snitch' 
mily Friedhoff a member of Dumbledors Army takes another shot during the final match of 
•beer Pang which was played against Puff the Magic Dragon. 
WaTurBal area chaps pose for a photo after the closing ceremonies which took place in the 
y center 
Late Night Breakfast  
Even though the date of Late Night Breakfast this year was changed, the 
tradition of having an overly packed Campus Inn did not. Students piled into the 
Cl. for one last Late Night Breakfast before the construction on the new Student 
Union and Campus Inn began. Professors and students alike enjoyed the company 
of one another and the wonderful breakfast foods provided for them by the 
dinning staff. The best part, agreed upon by all students, was the way in which their 
favorite professors were serving them breakfast before the students had to serve 
their professors lengthy paper finals and multi-hour tests within the following days. 
Sophomore Summer Hoban explained, "The Cl, was too crowded, but the 
professors serving us made up for the loss of space For many students, this is an 
evening that they look forward to every year. Not only do on-campus students make 
their way from the residence halls, but even off-campus students flock to the Cl for 
a chance at great food and the entertainment factor that comes from having your 
professors serve you food and clear your trays. Late Night Breakfast is an evening 
most students will never forget, a chance to spend time with their friends before the 
stressful week of finals, to eat great breakfast food throughout the evening, and to 
watch the faculty and staff walk around wearing hair nets and cleaning off the tables. 
Left: On drink duty Professor Warren Hanson 
serves students whatever they want as they 
enjoy their meal, 
Bottom Left,' Religious Studies Professor 
Marilyn Gottschall and Sociology Professor 
Les Howard pour juice for awaiting students, 
Below,' Colleen Leidy and Professor Joe 
Price make made to order omelets for the 
students, 
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Alan Hoang and Whitney Ego/an enjoy a table 
full of friends for the event. 
Left: President Sharon Herzberger participates 
In her second Last Night Breakfast, taking the 
opportunity to get to know some of the new 
freshmen. 
Above: Heidi Ronling, Jennifer Tennille, Jenniter Shi/vely Elizabeth Co/en, Amy Fazio, Cassidy Lake, Michael Charles Limber, Kourtney 
Sexauer. John Morely and Emily Friedhoff spend their evening enjoy good food and company 
Luminaries 
Above: Whittier college students, including Carlos Salazar, Bobbie Roy Shobey S 
Rebecca Mock and Conner McClure, take o break from the festivo ties to enjoy one or 
company 
Left: Nozomi Umenoi and Fronk Fuentes take o moment to pose for a picture before re: 
Luminaries, commonly known as Lumi's, was a 
night full of dancing, great food, and celebrity gazing. 
The fully packed room at the famous Roosevelt Hotel in 
Hollywood was the prime location for the approximately 
250 Whittier College students in attendence. The hore-
dourves were delicious and the decorations were 
completely in sync with the "Midnight Oasis" theme. 
Many students took advantage of the bus 
transportation to and from the hotel, allowing students 
to enjoy the night fully, without the hassle of traffic. The 
night went smoothly, starting around 9 p.m, and lasting 
until around '1 am. Students were amazed at how many 
celebrities were there on the same night, some even 
seeing stars such as members from the cast of the MTV 
show, "The Hills' and Leonardo Dicaprio, just to name a 
few. 
According to Junior Raye Thomas, "It was a 
magical night, great food, amazing people, and the 
room looked like we were in a midnight oasis in Morocco' 
Most students would agree, Lumis 2007 was the best one 
to date, Everyone who attended is anxiously anticipating 
what next years semi-formal will hold for the students of 
Whittier College! 
Left: Athenian Society members take a break from 
dancing for a quick photo to remember the night. 
Below: Allyson Saco and Tan/a Kanapi expressed 
their happiness with the event by posing with huge 
smiles throughout the dance. 
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Above: The Metaphon/an society gathered for a quick picture before returning to 
enjoying the food and decorations. 
Left. Priya Punatar, Cassey Ho, and Whitney Ego/an looked darling in their dresses at 
the semi-formal dance in Hollywood. 
Invisible divers 
ty of the human body 
UWFA MW 
!!!!' 
Above.' Posters line the wall of the Cl. explaining human diversity as well as showing 
how people are more alike, than they are different. 
Below: Another performer from the Native American Dance Troop carries on Native 
American traditions on the lower quad. 
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Diverse Identities Week 
This year's Diverse Identities week was kicked off with a lunch 
on the lower quad. Eating food from countries throughout Central 
and South America, students enjoyed music and information 
booths during kick-off. Throughout the week, various events were 
held on campus to explain and promote diversity. There were 
an array of activities students could become involved in from 
salsa dancing in the club to an open mic in the Cl. As well, there 
was a chance for students to participate in creating art or simply 
listening to Raining Jane, who held their fourth show yet here on 
campus. Not only were there activities involving art and dance, 
but also important discussions, including one about Muslim Identity. 
At Dl. Week's close senior Sudeshna Majumdar's presented 
her Whittier Scholars project entitled Music, Dance, Art, Poetry: 
A Progressive Movement- a combination of dance and music of 
several genres; it was MCed by Komplex, who recited a few poems, 
including "Anniversary blues/ baby we need to talk An African 
music group made up of women from Kenya, Israel, Montana, New 
Orleans, Los Angeles, New York City, and Panama preformed as 
well as Fresh City, a local hip hop group. However, the night was 
not just about music or poetry, it also featured performances by a 
local canvas painting artist, a local capoera group, and a local 
break dancing group. For days after the events, students talked of 
what they had seen. In the end, Sudeshna's project had a major 
impact on Diverse Identities week, as well as a close to the week. 
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Above: The schedule of events held during 0.1, 
Week. 
Left.' Native American dancers performed during 
lunch on the lower quad. This dancer, seems to 
literally fit through hoops during his performance. 
Above: Raining Jane makes another appearance at Whittier College. This time performing 
songs of their own as well as songs performed by artists such as Missy Elliot. 
Left: Whittier Scholar, Sudeshna Majumdar reads a poem during the introduction of her 
senior project- Music, Dance, Art, Poetry: A Progressive Movement, 
Opposite Page Left.' Senior Deanne Adams speaks on stage during Music, Dance, Art, Poetry: 
A Progressive Movement. Adams organized this year D.I. Week. 
pring Festival 
As a finishing touch to this year's Helping Hands Day, 
Spring Festival welcomed all students to the Upper Quad to 
relax, have a meal, and enjoy the afternoon, Decorating the 
entire Upper Quad were several inflatible bounce units, bringing 
many students back to memories of childhood birthday parties 
as they bounced around with their friends. From an inflatible 
obstacle course to a giant arena in which you attempted to 
knock your oppoent off their block, there were endless activities 
to join in on, 
As well, Carl's Jr, was back to serve students 
complementary burgers and fries as they enjoyed the live 
musical talents of several bands. Throughout the afternoon, 
you were able to catch sight of friends catching up after a 
long week of classes and papers and relaying stories from their 
morning of volunteering. There is nothing like having a cold 
soda in one hand, a burger in the other, and being surrounded 
by your closest friends on a sunny California afternoon, 
In adition to the festivities, various competitions took 
place to encourage comradory amoung students, including 
one cupcake contest which turned into a cupcake throwing 
frenzy full of laughter and smiles, 
Above: These students enjoy the Spring Festival festivitie 
after puting in a hard share of work at Helping Hand, 
Day 
Below: A delightful band impresses the audience durinç 
the Spring Festival, 
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Above: R/kke Duarte, AshleyArdrey and friends loungean the upper 
quad lawn while listening to the various band performances, 
Below,' Roni Nevo and Ashley Ardrey hang out with two of their 
males friends as a make up after an intense cupcake war 
Above: Freshman Ross Days and others lend o helping hand by pointing choirs 
to be placed in rooms around campus. 
Below: Digging up overgrown trees, weeding out gardens, and clearing away 
dead brush were just o few things these students did to help out our amazing 
staff of campus gardeners and field moitence. 
Above: Freshman Katy Foley helps clear branches outside The 
Bridge of Faith, o home for young women in need. pal 
a 
Helping Hands Day 
Every day across campus, dozens of maintenance workers, 
cleaning staff, cooks, and gardeners work in order to make our lives 
at college a little easier. From cooking our meals in the Cl, cleaning 
up our messes in the residential halls, and making sure the lawn is 
well kept, staff workers can be found at all hours of the day, and 
night. Helping Hands Day is our time to look back to our community 
and give back to those who serve us everyday; it is our chance to 
say "thank you" to all those whom we tend to overlook. 
Held on Saturday, April 14, students began volunteering at 
7am both on and off of campus. From weeding gardens, helping 
out in a local soup kitchen, and sprucing up Uptown Whittier's 
parks, students came together to help make our community more 
beautiful and give those who normally work the scenes a break. 
"I believe Helping Hands Day is a phenomenal idea. Too often, 
we take for granted our campus workers, not taking the time to 
realize how much they reall do' relates Sophomore Sarah Miranda. 
Helping Hands Day serves as a reminder of how hard even the 
simplest jobs can be and how much effort it takes to keep things 
running smoothly. And although not all tasks were easy, one thing is 
for sure, everyone had fun at the volunterring extravaganza. 
Be/ow: Members of the Asian Student Association along with the dance 
team performed a dance imitating traditional indian Bol/ywood movies. 
Right: The Korean Dance team returned for another year of performance, 
Asian Night 
This years Asian Night was once again amazing. The hard 
work and dedication that go into this performance is outstanding. 
The evening started out with a dinner in the Cl except instead 
of Cl food, the student feasted on Chinese, Indian, Japanese 
and other Asian dishes, For many the food was just the start of 
an amazing evening, The skits this year portrayed the thought 
that goes into planing an event like this, But like previous years 
it sent a message to the audience, this year explaining that 
Asian countries consisted of more then just China and Japan but 
also countries such as India and Indonesia, And like always, the 
skits between the dances always provided for a good laugh. 
The performances this year brought back some of the 
same dances, including the Korean Dance that uses the multi color 
fans and the traditional Chinese Lion Dancers, At the some time 
there were new additions, such as the tradition Thai dances. But 
even amongst the ASA members there were new additions to the 
performance. There was the Bollywood Dance, which provided 
the audience with an amazing show with gorgeous costumes, But 
on of the most intricate performances this year that wowed the 
audience was the take on tinkling, the traditional Filipino dace, 
While the ASA member performed the traditional dance, the dance 
team and other club members followed up by performing a hip hop 
dance between the bamboo poles. All in all this was an amazing 
performance put together by the Asian Student Association, 
Above.' Senior Napo/eon Tarvo/e performs his last 
traditional Samoan dance for Asian Night. 
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Above:The performers from Asian 
Night return to the stage to take a 
final bow 
For left: Members of ASA and the 
dance team performed their own 
take on the traditional Filipino dance 
Tinkcling. This particular performance 
was set to hip-hop music. 
Left: The Chinese Lion dancers stunned 
the audiance with their acrobatics. 
Mona Kai and Luau 
The first weekend in May is usually famous for 
celebrating Cinco de Mayo, but this year, on the 
Whittier College campus, it meant so much more. Not 
only did Cinco de Mayo fall on a Saturday, but so did 
Mona Kai and the anual Luau, The Hawaiian Islanders 
Club put together a great show of dancing and food 
for those who attended, This event was an hour long 
Luau that included traditional Hawaiian Hula, Tahitian 
Dance and prizes. The Luau also set the mood for Mona 
Kai that followed shortly after. Both events were huge 
successes, based solely on their student attendance 
alone and both events will be back next year. 
The long standing tradition of Mona Kai was 
almost not held this year due to different constraints 
but just a few weeks before it was set to be held, but 
the Lancer Society, with the help of OCR and Program 
Board, pulled through and exectued a wonderful 
event. The music, food, and sand all added to the 
"Mexican Beach Party" scene that was recreated this 
year in light of the event falling on Cinco de Mayo. 
' 	 Some students felt that the event could have gone 
way past midnight, considering so many of them did 
mot want to stop dancing to the great music the DJ ge 	
was playing all night long, The Lancers upheld their 
8  great tradition, so it is a good thing we can count on it being around next year for another great night! 
Right. TheseSophomores, 
including Sarah Kling 
and Liz Ceja, give their 
stamp of approval for 
Mona Kai; a peace sign! 
Botton: The women of 
the Hawilan Islanders 
Club who per formanced 
show off their dancing 
skills by coordinating a 
very intricate Tahitian 
dance. 
For Right. Lancers Eric 
Schroder and Don 
Strauss look pleased 
that the event they 
helped plan went off 
without a hitch. 
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Spring Sing 
This year's Spring Sing, themed "Say My Name' featured 
six highly entertaining and original performances. 
	 The show 
opened with a performance by a Sachsen band and was 
followed by the International Temptations. After these two 
wonderful performances, the lip sinking madness began with 
the Ionian Society's rendition of "Reefer Madness' Though their 
choreography was less than perfect, they seemed to be having 
fun and were awarded Most Original Performance, 
Next, the Palmer's showed off their singing skills, taking 
home the award for Best Vocals for a Large Group. The Palmers 
were followed by the Metaphonian Society who wowed the 
audience with their well-choreographed dance sequencess 
which won them both the Sweepstakes Award and the award 
for Best Choreography. 
This year's hosts, Sick Step, offered up a break during 
Spring Sping with their own break dancing show, even picking a 
few members from the audience to come and try their skills at 
breakdancing, Last, but not least, the Athenians put on a very 
cohesive and entertaining performance to a Britney Spears classic 
and were awarded with Best Rendition, All in all, Spring Sing's 
close, every society went home happy to have won something. 
0
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Above,' The Athenians show Brittany Spears a thing a 
two about dancing in their performance, 
Below,' As one of Spring Sing 2007 opening acts, thE 
Sachsens Society awe the audience with their sin ginç 
abilities, 
Right: These two members 
of Sick Step impress 
audience members with 
their breakdancing skills. 
Below: Full of happiness, 
laughter, and smiles, the 
Mets gather together 
after Spring Sing to 
commemortate their win 
and pose with their giant 
check for $250.00. 
Above: The Metaphonian Society looks dazzling as they dance 
to a song by Christina Aguilera 
Below.' The Palmers can sing, as well as dance, the day away 
The lonians and Wen perform Reefer Madness, and an anti-pot spoof. 
International Temptations prove they can sing too, in their performance which 
em best small group vocals. 

adeMICS 
verything on this campus, 
including academics seems to 
have changed this year. And 
in order to account for these 
changes we, the Acropolis 
staff, have decided to create 
an entirely new section for academics, 
For every new incoming freshman, they 
moved into a living learning community 
and studied with the people living around 
them. As for other changes in academics, 
the study abroad policy changed and the 
Nixon fellowship was brought to campus. 
And this is the first time in a few years 
that all the faculty master houses have 
been full. We have also decided to cover 
other academics programs on campus 
such as The Broadoaks Children's School 
and the ASPECT program. But even with 
all the changes, the regular everyday 
academics allows for us as students to 
NIXON IN CHINA SERIES 
Celebrating Whittier College's most famous alumni, Richard 
Nixon, and one of his most important moves as predident, starting 
ties with China, Whittier College held severeal events during 
fall semester, This series took place this year for two different 
reasons, First it is in commemoration of the 35th anniversary of 
Nixon's trip to China along with the Nixon Fellowship program. 
The events that were held on campus inculded Shanri-Li Chinese 
Acrobats, panel discussions incuding "Personal Perspective" 
and "History Declassified: Nixon in China Each of these events 
were open to students but it seems as if more historians and 
community members attended the events, Although the students 
who went to see the Acrobats talked of their amazing skills. 
As mentioned these events were not only in celebration 
of the anniversary of Nixon's ties with China they also began 
Whittier's introduction of the Richard M. Nixon Fellowship. This 
fellowship grants the student the opportunity to take part in 
research opportunities or intershiops. To kick off the start of the 
fellowship program, Dr. Henry Kissinger came to speak on campus. 
He spoke to '100 students as well as holding a fire side chat for 
other community members who were willing to contribute funds 
to the programm. 	 While here, Kissinger shared insights with 
many students about his time in office and his personal views on 
issues that are occuring in today's society. The students who are 
accepted into the program are bright and academic students 
who will set the standard for other students to enter the program. 
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effect on politics as well as signs protesting the current war, 
Dr Laura McEnaney introduce the panalist who 
spoke on issues such as the Cold War. Vietnam and 
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'e: Juniors Alex Davis (on ladder) and Jennifer Tennille along with human rights activist 
isco Letelier paint a human rights mural on the patio outside of Hoover Hall. 
rMSSINGER 'S VISIT IN CONTEXT 
During the Nixon In China Series, former 
presidential aid Henry Kissinger came to speak on 
campus. Because of the controversy that surrounds 
much of Henry Kissinger's foreign policy many 
faculty and students on campus were unhappy 
that Whittier would invite him to speak. Many 
classes, inculding poltical science classes and 
history class, held debates and discussed Kissinger's 
visit. As Kissinger's visit was finaliezed, so were the 
plans to inform the students and the public of the 
impact Henry Kissinger made throught his politics. 
Whittier College professors organized 
the Kissinger in Context program which 
lasted the week that Kissinger was in Whittier 
to speak. The events were as followes: 
-Exploring U.S. Foreign Policy During the Cold 
War- this inculded a panel of experts from CIVIC, 
USC, UCSD, as well as Francisco Letelier, Letelier 
is a human rights activist whose father was 
assasinated in Washigton DC. by Pinochet's regime.  
-Art in Action: A Celebration of Human Rights- This 
was a mural project lead by Letelier outside of Hoover, 
During the mural painting students played music and 
were given a chance to speak on an open mic. 
The last event that was held on campus before 
Kissinger's arrival was the viewing of "Battle of Chile" 
part I & 2. This is a movie that explains the incident 
that occured in Chile during Pinochet's regime. 
On the day Kissinger was to speak at 
Whittier, faculty, staff, students and community 
member stood outside the Whittier chapel in 
protest. Some held signs in protest of Kissinger 
which read "Shame" or "I know what you did last 
century' Others held signs in protest of the Iraq 
War which read "Send Bush's daughters to Iraq'' 
The point of the Kissinger in Context series 
was not to deter Kissinger from coming to campus. 
Instead, the community and others macted their civil 
liberties of free speach to inform the public of the 
controveries that Henry Kissinger was/is a part of. 
Above.' This lost Fall season, Garrett House put on 
workshop allowing students to carve and decorot 
pumpkins for Halloween, as seen with these thre 
students. Photo Credit.' Tony Barnstone & Chuck Ellio 
Above: Cassey Ho, Alan Hoang, and Julia Chow wc 
the top three prizes at this years Halloween Costurn 
Contest at Garrett House as Cola patro, an America 
Idol Contestant, and Alice in Wonderland. Phol 
Credit: Tony Barnstone & Chuck Elliot. 
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While other college and university campuses around the 
nation have professors and staff near or even on campus, Whittier 
College has the distinguished luxury of having, at almost all times, 
three professors living on campus. Johnson House, Garrett House, 
and Hartley House have all been set aside for currently teaching 
professors and their families to live in throughout the school year. 
As part of living on campus, professors are required to hold various 
lectures with guest speakers for students to come and listen to. 
Known around campus for inviting writers and poets from 
around the world to Garrett House, Whittier College's own world 
renowned poet, English Professor Tony Barnstone not only entertains 
the student population majoring in English, but also all those 
interested in literature, While Johnson House lay vacant last school 
year, Theater Assistant Professor Jennifer Holmes took up residence 
among the freshman, even holding a class in her faculty master 
home. Mingling with students up the hill, KLS Assistant Professor 
Patricia Van Oosbree takes in the view of Los Angeles from Hartley 
House and started different sport activities for the students including 
the homerun derby and the basketball tournement, In any case 
each of these professors add a little something more to campus. 
Above. Caitlin Finley Joselyn Cruz, Michael Rosenkrontz, and Marcia Meyers break 
their fast at Passover with bagels, pickles, and other Jewish foods at Hartley House 
in April. On the Jewish holiday they enjoyed spending time together shoring both 
stories and memories. Photo Credit: Hartley House 
Right: Working as a 
team at a grueling 
game of Cranium, 
these two Whittier 
Poets and the 
StoJO AC try to 
beat the timer 
Photo Credit: 
Hartley House, 
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Faculty Masters 
Above: Adjoining itself with the freshman 
at Johnson Resident Hall, Johnson House 
has the luxury of its own mural in the 
courtyard, 
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Genocide Lectures 
Throughout the duration of World War Two, 
very few outside of the European continent knew of 
the atrocities enacted upon the Jewish population 
and others of "unacceptable" backgrounds by the 
Nazi party. People were terrified to see such barbaric 
activity in what many believed to be a modern age; 
what could drive a person or group to systematically 
murder a group of people based on a religious, 
racial, or social background? And yet, even over fifty 
years later, today's generation are faced with the 
same questions of genocide in countries around the 
world. Genocide demands the attention of everyone 
in order to prevent it from continuing to occur and 
occurring again in the future. Such a desire to end 
these acts against humanity, drove the Whittier 
College Freshman Writing Program to sponsor a series 
of three events featuring speakers who have survived 
acts of genocide at various times in their life in order 
to further education the Whittier student population, 
As the second speaker of the series, World 
War Two and Holocaust survivor, Leon Leyson brought 
out students in unprecedented numbers, Having to 
move his speech from Garrett House to the Ball Hall 
basement, Mr. Leyson spoke to students about how 
Oscar Schindler saved his life, and the lives of many of 
his friends and family members by placing their named 
on his list made famous by the 1993 movie SchindIer 
List, 
Over the course of almost two and a half house, 
Leon Leyson told his story. Of how as a young child 
living under Hitler's Nazi regime, he had to leave his 
middle class home to live in a ghetto set aside for the 
him and the other Jews, Recalling terrifying memories 
of how he and his mother had to hide in attics, 
basements, and alleyways to avoid the Gestapo and 
their periodic raids in which they would send Jews 
to concentration camps throughout Europe. It was 
not until the last minute that Mr. Leyson was placed 
in Schindler's list, but Schindler's decision saved his life, 
and those of his family, save his older brother who 
rather than leave his girlfriend, followed her to the 
concentration camps. 
Leon Leyson migrated to the United States, 
specifically California, and for many years did not 
speak of the things he had witnessed during the 
Holocaust, But now, in order to educate the younger 
generations on the horrors of genocide, speak out 
and tells the real story of a Jew during the Holocaust, 
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Living Learning Communities (LLC) are a 
recent program that has been implemented as 
part of the Whittier College campus. Beginning with 
the 2010 freshman class, the goal of Living Learning 
Communities is to build a connection to campus and 
help students adjust faster and easier to the college 
way of life. According to first year Alle Kamela: "I didn't 
necessarily feel a strong bond with my classmates in 
my LLC, but there was defiant sense of community. I felt 
most comfortable talking in that class because of the 
laid back atmosphere. My peer mentors were really 
encouraging and their advice made the adjustment 
more naturaL' 
The students in each LLC spent Freshman 
Orientation together figuring out how campus worked, 
and continued to work together throughout the entire 
first semester. Each LLC attended a freshman writing 
seminar and linked course together. Members of the 
LLC's spent time together in and out of the classroom, 
with some attending events sponsored by their 
professors, like listening to guest speaker or going out 
to eat, First year student Heath McNerney has fond 
memories of his LLC: "We all got along, so it was nice 
and peaceful. Professor Eastman welcomed us into his 
home and we had food a lot. He opened up his life to 
us!" The over all consensus stands that the LCC's are a 
thumbs up. 
Above: These freshman girls walked into the sun set as they left the 
presidents house. Each LLC went to eat together on the warm summer 
evening. 
Back Row Left to Right.' Professor Charles Eastman, Lowell Schwalb 
Matthew Zaborowski, Benjamin Duncan, Emanuel Zamora, christophe 
Robb. Front Row: Heath McNerney Kimberly Hottler-Ooleman 
Elizabeth Sgarrella, Wren So/to, Laura Duarte, Emily Wirsig, Blakel 
Rice, Mann/ca Somilleda 
Right: First Year 
Students and their 
parents 	 gather 
around to farm 
their living learning 
communities. 
Each student was 
assigned a group 
of student that 
they lived near 
and would go to 
class with. Each 
group had a peer 
mentor and a 
professor mentor 
that would help 
them adjust to life 
at Whittier 
  
LIVING LEARNING 
COMMUNITIES 
WHITTIER SCHOLARS 
PROGRAMS 
   
   
Being a member of 
the Whittier Scholars 
program takes a great 
deal of dedication 
and hard work. But 
that does not stop this 
fraction of the 2006-
2007 Whittier scholars 
from taking a break 
in the day to shore 
stories, give advice, 
and pose for a quick 
photograph. 
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Created in 1977 by the Whittier College faculty, the 
Whittier Scholars Program saw its first graduating class of 
three students in 1981. Since then, the Scholars program has 
soared, with an average of 12% of the student population 
involved in the program each year. Through the Whittier 
Scholars Program, students are able to design their own 
education in collaboration from both faculty advisors and 
their peers. As part of designing their own education, 
they are required to take part in four mandatory seminars, 
complete 120 credits prior to graduation, as well as taking 
part in an off-campus program: whether it be an internship 
or studying abroad. While the Scholars Program is not a 
honors program, it is designed for those students who are 
highly motivated, independent and self directed. 
Lead by Director Joyce Kaufman, Associate Director 
Ria O'Fouhludha, and Administrative Assistant Christina 
Moreno, the Whittier Scholars Program allows students 
to specialize their education around what interests them 
most, whether they are combining two or more traditional 
majors or coming up with an entirely unique perspective. 
Such was the case with Senior Donato Clay who, in his junior 
year, studied abroad in Egypt, molding together his love of 
politics and Middle Eastern Culture. It goes to show how 
each student at Whittier College is an individual and unique, 
a picture of their own interests and dislikes. 
oucoring me wnimrier population on the second most 
prevalent cancer in the United States, Katelyn Carman 
speaks at her WSP senior presentation; Colon Cancer 
fviereaimn uovidson brings attention to the naturalization 
movement of art in America in her senior presentation.' Our 
Terrain. 
JAN TERM 
Jan Term comes once a year, every year and is the break most students 
look forward to between the Fall and Spring Semesters, It is a chance to take 
a class that is offered just once a year, and for many students, it's the chance 
to finally finish that one requirement we dread the most, For many, the best 
part of about Jan Term is that each class is about three hours a day, five days 
a week, which gives most people the chance to catch up on work study hours 
or just relax more around campus. Likewise, the modified class schedule for 
Jan Term allows professors to model their classes around a more specific topic, 
something of their own interest, since they do only teach a one class each Jan 
Term period. 
Such as is the case with both Fall and Spring Semesters, there are a 
wide array of classes offered during Jan Term, ranging from all disciplines 
including: painting, drawing, and other artistic workshops; science and math; 
the relationship between religion and sports; the Indian movie industry of 
Bollywood; psychology of human sexuality; and, much more. Not only are 
there classes are offered on campus, but Jan Term also allows students to 
experience the world outside Whittier through classes organized around a 
study aboard experience. This past Jan Term, while many students returned to 
the campus community, others studied Spanish in Guanajuato, Mexico with 
Dr. Chabran, while others traveled to Paris, France with their Le Flaneur class to 
experience French society in comparison to American culture organized Les 
Howard. Still others traveled to New Orleans to help further rebuild the city 
after the destruction it witnessed following Hurricane Katrina in 2005. Whether 
students traveled abroad or remained in Whittier, Jan Term was enjoyed by 
all. 
Above: Soroh Hopper, Karla Cortez, Melissa Urrutia, Rachel Tassano, and another Whittier 
College student take a break from their school schedule in Guanajuato, Mexico to relax. 
There is nothing like spending a night out in the 
lights, According to Krista Key the only problc 
her Jan Term trip to Paris, France was that it 
too soon, 
eneI/ Garcia studied in the mystical city of Granada, Spain. Here Students in the ISA study abroad program relax for a couple of hours while 
es a break from her studies and visits the Alombra, which is behind hiking in the Sierra Nevado. 
D of very enthusiastic students, including Emily Watson, Ron Price, Nicole Schmit, and David Kosturik, share great moments 
i Paris. These students studied in Paris with the course offered by Professors Les Howard and Andy Wall/s, Le Flaneur 
Right: Andrea Leong, Tori Kark, and Sean Kark at Cinque Terre, 
Five Lands, a series of beautiful towns linked on the coast of 
Italy by hiking trails and trains. 
Bottom: Tray Ashbury, Laura Bregar, Sam Breman, and Laurel 
Brown take a minute to capture their time at Tivoli Gardens 
in Denmark. A theme park, Tivoli Gardens is said to be one of 
the inspirations for Disneyland. 
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Above: Hadly Clark poses with Zulu girls during her stay in South 
Africa. The girls were amazed at Hadly camera and wanted 
their picture taken badly. 
Top Right: Leigh Shugart poses for a scenic picture in front of 
Tower Bridge in London, England. 
Right: Lillian Anderson and fellow study abroad students take 
in the sights around Rome, Italy; they were suprised to find that 
the famous Collusum was smaller than one would expect. 
Wring her stay in Sakkara, Egpyt, Erin Clancy loved to explore Egypt's 
ruins and hidden treasures. 
Julia Tyack walks through Pingyao, one of the oldest walled cities that is 
served, behind her are some very old intricate decorations on one of the 
)Uildings that she stayed in while in China. 
Study Abroad 
As if staying in a foreign country for a semester (or two) isn't 
appealing enough, students also get to have life changing 
experience. They come back with countless pictures, stories, and 
yet, it is still not enough to convey their experience. Obtaining 
new knowledge about life and culture, they get a whole new 
way of looking at things. This year, Whittier College students 
sprawled aross the globe, going to such countries as Denmark, 
Eygpt, China, Costa Rica, Italy, England, India, France, Spain, and 
South Africa just to name a few. Whether it was hitching a ride 
on a vespa with someone you've never met before or sitting 
on a bus with a bunch of people you can't even communicate 
with, Whitter College students become changed people. They 
learn so much about themselves as well as the culture they 
become immersed in. For these reasons, students will continue 
to become interested in the world around them, and more and 
more Poets will go abroad to follow in their footsteps. 
This groups of students to study abroad in the 06-07 school 
year were the first to experience the change in study abroad 
policy. The application process became more competative 
which meant that not all students who applied were accepted 
into the program. While for some this was originally meant they 
were unable to spend a semester abroad, after discussion with 
the study abroad office a few were granted the opportunity to 
represent Whittier abroad, Even with the change in policy, all 
the students that had the opportunity and priviledge to study 
abroad have come back to Whittier with a new perspective. 
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Brittney Vinci, Amanda Settlage, and Nick Garza are 
Broadoaks alumni who are now students at Whittier 
College. 
n celebration of their 100th year anniversary, the 2006-2007 
sixth graders take a picture besides the wall mural marking 
the date. 
BROADOAKS 
Not many universities or colleges across the nation 
are able to boast what Whittier College has, Broadoaks 
Children's School of Whittier College was established in 
`1906 in Pasadena, California, became part of the college 
in '1913, and eventually moving on campus in 1945. As 
a "learning laboratory' Broadoaks serves over 300 
families, providing education for preschoolers through 
the sixth grade, provides teaching and field experience 
for Whittier's wide range of child development, sociology, 
& psychology majors, as well as experience to all those 
interested. Broadoaks also supplies many students with 
a work study job, allowing them to work in the classroom 
with the teachers and students, or in the office, ensuring 
that all goes well and things run smoothly. 
In celebration of it's 100th Anniversary, Broadoaks 
held a variety of events during Homecoming weekend 
along with the rest of campus. As well, they continued in 
their yearly Auction in which they grossed over $84,000, 
making it the most successful auction to date. Under 
the supervision of Broadoaks President Dr. Judith Wagner 
and Kathleen Pompey, Broadoaks organized the Valuing 
Diversity Conference, "promoting equity and social justice 
for children and youth in multicultural societies' Speakers 
at the conference included: Calude Steele (Standford U), 
Jean Phinney (UCLA), Rebecca Bigler (U of Texas), Sandra 
Graham (UCLA), and Patrice Engle (UNICEF). Photo Credit: 
Kathleen Pompey. 
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The City of Las Angeles honors Broadoaks Children School in a ceremony in which the Mayor presented Broadoaks 
children with a placard commemorating their 100th anniversary 
Bast/en, Joao, Robin Gregori, Danny Gorkem, Mai, Al, Yu, Hiroshi, and Yap/showoff their team spirit and yellow Huff/epuff shirts 
during the 2006 Sportsfest events, Johnny Poet and the Sorcerers Stone, 
pag 
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ASPECT 
ASPECT is an international organization allowing students 
ram around the world to study abroad in countries such as the 
Jnited States, Canada, England, and Australia with a focus 
n learning the English language. Established over forty years 
go, ASPECT functions in over 300 countries on various college 
nd university campuses. As one of seven US locations, and 
our California locations, ASPECT at Whittier College attracts 
;tudents with its small campus atmosphere and its centrality 
o the downtown Los Angeles area and culture. 
Founded at Whittier College in 1989, ASPECT attracts 
tudents with it's small class sizes, individual attention, as well 
is options to live on campus or with a host family in the nearby 
Whittier area. Each year, ASPECT plans a series of outside field 
rips in order to better introduce the international students to 
\merican culture and the English Language. Such excursions 
ave included trips to theme parks such as Disneyland and 
Aagic Mountain, as well as trips to Sea World San Diego, and 
ours of LA hot spots. But improving English skills and widening 
ultural appreciation is still the main goal of ASPECT, justifying 
s membership with many prestigious teaching associations, 
cluding NAFSA, the Association for International Teachers, and 
ESOL, Teachers of English to Speakers of other Languages. 
hoto credit goes to Karma Alcaraz, ASPCET Student 
ervices. 
Robin, Masaki, Kotaro, Shinya, Tatsumi, Yuki. and Yu 
celebrate their graduation in December at the end of 
Fall Semester 
Robin, Masaki, Kotaro, Shinya. and Tatsumi take a break 
between classes to pose for a picture together Aspect 
encourages students to speak English in order to improve 
their social skills. 

W
thi everything else changing 
on campus it is only natural 
that the faculty and staff at 
Whittier College changed 
as well, This year Whittier 
memebers including a new Dean of Students as 
well as a new First Year Dean, Other than that 
each department on campus has changed 
a little, either adding new staff members, 
chaning their curriculum or even lossing 
professors for a semseter to sebatical research 
projects. This year the professors recieved 
new awards. To name a few of our professors 
outstanding achievments: dAvid pAddy was 
voted California Teacher of the Year, Laura 
McEnaney earned the Binkley-Stephenson 
Award for best scholarly article, Tony Barnstone 
recieved nurmourous poetry awards and David 
lyam was granted a Fu//bright Scholarship. The 
amazing faculty here at Whittier are always 
challenges us to have a Change of Insight. 
gained fourteen new staff 
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anIzatiolons 
omething always seems to 
change within organizations 
on campus. There are new 
members, new advisors, 
new presidents and vice 
presidents. Even within the 
societies there are new brothers and new 
sisters that pledge, Structural changes are 
not the only changes that occurred this 
year; new events were planned including 
Tardeada during homecoming which is 
pictured on the left, At the same time, 
new organizations seem to be turning 
up around campus all the time, including 
STAND- Students Take Action Now: Darfur, 
Community Garden Club, and Activism 
Coalition, In each of the organizations on 
campus, whether it be an honor society, 
a media publication, a society, or a 
club there is always a Change of View 
Psi Chi (Psychology Honor Society) 
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Alpha Pi Delta (Business Honors Society) 
/ 	
President: Sarah Furman 
Vice President: Shannon Gibson 
Treasurer: Lucia Mitariu 
Advisor: Lana Nina 
President: Bobbie Roy 
Vice President: Niles Cook 
Treasurer: Brittney Guerra 
Advisor: Lorinda Cam parc 
Nu Mu Rho ,Chemistry Honor Society) 
President: Logan Fellhauer 
Vice President: Connor Tryon 
Treasurer: Marina Asiedu 
Advisor: Devin limo to 
Phi Alpha Theta (History Honor Society) 
President: Brian Kovar 
Vice President: Lauren Camacho 
Treasurer: Michelle Birtja 
Advisor: Dr Marks 
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President: Rebecca Lybrand 
Vice President: Ayse Bassari 
Treasurer: Misa Draper 
Advisor: David Bourgaize 
Social Work Council 
President: Jennifer Chan 
Vice President: Robert Graham 
Treasurer: Tori Loe 
Advisor: Paula Sheridan 
Chemistry Club 
7 
President: San tosh Shah 
Vice President: Logan Fellhauer 
Treasurer: Marina Asiedu 
Advisor: Devin limoto 
Society of Physics Students 
President: Ravi Pant 
Vice President: Constantine Farah 
Treasurer: Carlos Back 
Advisor: Glen Piner 
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President: Diana Mateos 
Vice President: Logan Fellhauer 
Treasurer: Marcelo Leyva 
Advisor: Priscilla Bell 
List of Organizations 
Acropolis 
Activism Coalition 
Akwaaba 
Alpha Pi Delta (Business Honor Society) 
Alpha Psi Omega (Theatre Honor Society) 
An/me lkkamasu 
Anthropology Club 
Art Club 
Artorian Order of The Knights of Pendragon (AOKP) 
Asian Student Assoication (ASA) 
Athenian Society 
Biology Club 
Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Alliance for Diversity (BGbAD) 
Black Student Union (BSU) 
Breakdancing Club 
Cheerleaders 
Chemistry Club 
Chinese Club 
Circle K 
Classic Car Club 
Club Sports Council 
Coalition of Activist Leaders (COAL) 
College Democrats 
Community Garden Club 
Consulting Club 
Council of Representatives (COR) 
Delta Phi Upsilon (Childhood Education Honor Society) 
Economics Club 
Feminist Club 
Fencing Club 
Film Club 
Freshman Class Council 
Guitar Club 
Hawaiian Islanders Club 
Hispanic Student Assocation (HSA) 
Interclub Council (ICC) 
International Club 
International Relations Club 
Intersociety Council (ISC) 
Ionian Society 
Jewish Student Union (JSU) 
KPOET 
Lambda Alpha (Anthropology Honor Society) 
Lancer Society 
Les Co pains (French Club) 
MEChA 
Media Council 
Metaphonian Society 
Minority Caucus 
Asian Student Assoication 
President.' Jennifer Ed/n gton 
Vice President: Brenton Inouye 
Treasurer: Ashley Mendoza 
Advisor: Joan Iva Cube 
Hispanic Student Assocation 
President.' Astrid Bojorge 
Vice President.' Melissa Vega 
Treasurer: Vanessa Alvarado 
Advisor: Daniel Duran 
DISeXUUI, uuy UHU L.eIJIuI1 14IIIU1ILe un IJiv. 01tY 
/ (BGLAD) \ 
President: Tara O'Dea 
Vice President: Alex Sheldon 
Treasurer: Isabel Burrows 
Advisor: Robert Olsabeck 
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List of Organizations Continued 
Student Alumni Board 
Student Athletic Advisory Committee 
Student Organization for Multicultural 
Awareness (SOMA) 
Students for Community Medicine 
Students Taking Action Now: Darfur 
(STAND) 
Table Tennis Club 
Thalian Society 
Theta Alpha Kappa (Religion Honor 
Society) 
Video Production Club 
Whittier College Choir 
Whittier College Christian Fellowship 
Whittier College Dance Team 
Whittier College Martial Arts Club 
Wickets and Bails 
William Penn Society 
Music Business Club 
Native American Student Association 
(NASA) 
Newman Club 
Nu Mu Rho (Chemistry Honor Society) 
Olympic Weightlifting and 
Powerlifting Club 
Omega Pi Alpha Greek Club 
Omicron Delta Kappa (Leadership 
Honor Society) 
Organization Mondiale pour 
L'Education Presolaire (OMEP) 
Ornithology Club 
Orthogonian Society 
Outdoors Club 
Palmer Society 
Phi Alpha Theta (History Honor 
Society) 
Phi Epsilon Kappa (Kinesiology Honor 
Society) 
Photography Club 
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science 
Honor Society) 
Programming Council 
Psi Chi (Psychology Honor Society) 
Psychology Club 
Quaker Campus 
Reaching Equality and Diversity 
(READ) 
Rebirth: Students Rebuilding New 
Orleans 
Residence Hall Association (RHA) 
Richard M. Nixon Republican Club 
Rotaract Club 
Sachsen Society 
Sigma Delta P1 (Hispanic Honor 
Society) 
Sigma Pi Sigma (Physics Honor 
Society) 
Sigma Tau Delta (English Honor 
Society) 
Ski Club 
Social Work Council 
Society of Physics Students 
Sociology Club 
Spanish Club 
President: Alex Christensen 
Vice President: Sean Summerall 
Treasurer: Uddhav Nobuth 
Advisor: Chuck Hill 
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Richard M. Nixon Republican Club 
Students Taking Action Now: Darfur 
/  
President: Lesley Cole 
Vice President: Whitney Gorton 
Treasurer: Colt/in Finley 
Advisor: Frederick Bergenson 
Acropolis 
/ 
Editor In Chief: Elizabeth Cohen 
Managing Editor: Jessica Cortez 
Advisor: Sarah Morgan 
De 
B 1  
KPOET 
Music Director: Bianca Naylor 
Advisor,' Sarah Morgan 
Qu  iker Can pus 
Editor In Chief: Tammy Marashlian 
Managing Editor: Paul Gallaher 
Advisor: Gary Libman 
Media Council 
Chair: Bianca Naylor 
Members-at-Large: Jason Jenkins 
Michael Rosenkranz 
Advisor: Barny Peake 
Sarah Morgan 
Council: Acropolis, QC, KPCET Video Production Club, 
Lit, Magazine 
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Council of Representatives 2006 /  
President: Bobbie Roy 
Vice President: Carlos Salazar 
Treasurer: Chelsea Manfredi 
Advisor: Barny Peake 
Council of Representatives 2007 /  
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President: Bobbie Roy 
Vice President: Carlos Salazar 
Treasurer: Chelsea Manfredi 
Advisor: Barny Peake 
Programming Council 
President: Nicolle Fazio-Leitch 
Advisor: Sarah Morgan 
Residents Hall Association /  
President: Nicole Schmidt 
Vice President. Heather Ream 
Treasurer,' Dan Castillo 
Advisor: Tea Bogue 
ru 
Athend'an Sod,& 
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2 	 
President: Malyssa Robson 
Vice President, N/colette Davis 
Treasurer: Clarissa Schomer 
Advisor: Daniel Duran 
President: Liz Schluter 
Vice President. Lesley Harmon 
Treasurer: Angelie Mon tesa 
Advisor: David Palmer 
Metaphonian Society 
Lancer Society / 
President. Ken Irvine 
Vice President: Raye Thomas 
Treasurer: Eric Schroeder 
Advisor: Mike McBride 
President: Azucena Amezquita 
Vice President: Amanda Settlage 
Treasurer: Sandra Chavez 
Advisor: B//I Geiger 
Palmer Society /  
President: Marcelo Leyva 
Vice President: Rebecca Deitch 
Treasurer: Emily Wirsig 
Advisor: Michael McBride 4
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Thation Society /  
President: Brenna Winslow 
Vice President: Sandra Wright 
Treasurer: Ally Deutsch 
Advisor: Hi/mi Ibrahim 
4/ 
William Penn Society \   
President: Donato Clay 
Vice President: Carlos Salazar 
Treasurer: Shebeg Sekhon 
Advisor. Chuck Hill 
Orthogonian Society 
President: Elliot Bostick 
Vice President: Raymond Wicker 
Treasurer: Christopher Gatrell 
Advisor: John Neu 
Sachsen Society 
President: Sanoe Lindquist 
Vice President: Deirdre Smith 
Treasurer: Adam Steinbaugh 
Advisor: John Lewis 
A look at the hard work of our 
Organizations 
The organizations on campus are not just a great way to meet new people, they bring awareness 
and events to our campus for all the students to enjoy. Each club has provided a way for Whittier students 
to become involved or simply enjoy dances and evening activities. Many of the societies on campus set up 
dances for the students to enjoy throughout the year whether it is Erotic City or Psychedelic Circus or even 
a smaller dance held at Memories in Uptown. Each of these is well attended by students and without these 
events, well, we know campus would be just a little boring. 
But it is not only the dances that are set up by Societies and Organizations that bring activities to 
campus. There are other nights such as the Hawaiian Luau or Asian Night that bring cultural awareness to 
our campus. But the cultural awareness does not stop here; the Black Student Union brings awareness during 
Black History month, the Jewish Student Union holds dinners for students on campus to celebrate Jewish 
holidays, even STAND: Students Take Action Now: Darfur allows the students of Whittier College to see the 
horrible events taking place in Darfur. Each of these Organizations, as well as every other organization on 
campus, see it as their duty to allow the students of Whittier College to experience and learn more about 
the cultures that grace our campus. 
And the work of the organizations does not stop here, the organizations on our campus allow our 
students hands on experience in making our world a better place. Clubs set up opportunities to volunteer at 
local shelters or the soup kitchens. Students can even make a child's holiday season by donating a gift to the 
Snowman Project in December, They can spend their school breaks working in New Orleans or the students 
can even just learn more about the events that have taken place in New Orleans over the past few years. 
The different clubs on campus allow Whittier students to take action and be 
come active citizens in our community. 
While from an outsiders perspective clubs or organizations are just 
6 an excuse to hang out with certain people, in reality these organizations entertain, teach or broaden to world of Whittier students. The hard work of 
these organizations does not go unnoticed by the students; it is appreciated 
and welcomed. 
Below: Members of the Palmer Society enjoy their evening at Mona Kai which is the spring dance 
put on by the Lancer Society 
Right: Members of the Whittier College Dance team wow the students during Asian Night which is 
sponsored by the Asian Student Association. 
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KeDirin: 
Students Rebuilding the Gulf Coast 
Since Hurricane Katrina hit the gulf coast in 2005 Whittier College students have worked hard to 
rebuild the destroyed city. Students, either with Professors or together, have traveled to New Orleans during 
every break they have had from Whittier. This year, to account for the loss of Caroline Heldman who was 
the professor that took students to New Orleans, junior Alex Sheldon and senior Megan Ruebsa men along 
with other Poets created an organization called Rebirth: Student Rebuilding the Gulf Coast. This groups has 
organized trips to New Orleans over winter break, Jan Term and spring break and over '100 Whittier College 
students have participated in rebuilding the city. 
The experience that all of the students had during their time in New Orleans is life changing. "Ever since 
I went to New Orleans, all I wanna do is volunteer and travel. I wish I could go back and stay there forever. 
There is so much to be done and you want to stay because the people are so thankful and welcoming and 
friendly that you want to help them' said first-year student Alle Kamela. 
Staying in a gutted out school house, St. Mary's School of the Angels, is an experience all itself. 
Residents of the ninth ward found refuge during the storm in the school as it flooded up to the third floor, 
however as days went on without food and water nor help from the Coast Guard they watched fly over 
head, people began dying. On a tour of the school as new volunteers arrive, they are shown death notes 
written on the chalkboard that people wrote while they were waiting to be rescued. Volunteers from all 
0 over the nation stay at St. Mary's as well as local residents who lost their house in the storm and are trying to 
get back on their feet, Volunteers who stay at St. Mary's must help contribute to the community they are 
- staying in by helping prepare meals, cleaning and working security shifts. 
Gutting houses that were flooded from the storm is the most common 
job short term volunteers do such as Whittier students who are only able to 
e 	 slay for a week, Gutting involves removing all belongings including furniture 
B 
and appliances from the house and then the wall is torn down. 
Listening to stories from New Orleans natives is the most moving part 
about the trip. Working alongside people whose houses were destroyed and 
are not only focusing on themselves but rebuilding the whole community is 
amazing! All students who took the time to volunteer will have memories to 
last a life time. 
*Speci al thanks to first year student Alle Kamela for the photos and the 
information about her own experiences while working in New Orleans.* 
Below: The side of a van used by students and other volunteers. The symbol on the van is 
representatvie of Common Ground, the organization that is working to rebuild New Orleans. 
Right: This photo taken by Alle Kamela just shows the destruction that is still prevelent throughout 
New Orleans. 
-Ii- 
Left: Whittier College students, Courtney Taylor, Jane Franklin, 
Shezod Bruce and others gather otter o long day of work. 
Lower Left: Jane Franklin and Toro O'Dea stop on o sidewalk 
outside of o house that they were working on to take a 
photo. 
Below: Priya Puntor spends the afternoon breaking down 
houses. 
•.1 
Above: Alle Kamela points the fence outside of a house 
during one of her workdays in the Lower Ninth Ward. 
Below: Kerry Keys. Music director at KPOET spends her time 
making sure KPOET play list is accurate which coordinates 
with the radio station receiving cds. 
For Below. Publication Adivsars Barny Peake and Sarah 
Morgan wait for Media Council to begin. 
Right, Members of the KPOET staff can be found hanging out 
in their office in the basement of the "Haav" 
0 
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Media Publications:0 
kcropolis, QC, KPOET and Video Production Club 
Throughout this campus there are over a hundred clubs all full of students who work extraordinarily 
hard. Each club puts on major events or contributes to campus in some way. Although we have already 
done a spread on an outstanding club on campus that has contributed to helping our society, it was to 
hard to choose another club to do a spotlight on; so, instead we have decided to represent the hard work 
and dedication that is put into the media publications on campus. Located in the basement of Hoover, 
since the move during Jan term, KPOET (radio station), the Quaker Campus (newspaper) and the Acropolis 
(yearbook) have tried to bring you entertainment whether in the form of music or news every week of 
the school year. This year we have also had the pleasure of introducing one more media publication to 
campus, this was the Video Production Club, Each of the publications is an essential part of this campus, 
whether providing weekly news, a years history in print or even just pure music entertainment every day. 
Many people know that Whittier has the QC and it is read every Thursday. The QC staff consists 
of students interested in journalism, layout and news reporting while at the same time there are students 
that just want their voices to be heard. Whittier College is one of the few small universities around the 
United States that still has a yearbook. The Acropolis is not only a way for us to remember the events of 
the year but it is used as a historic record of the events that were occurred on campus this year. Between 
these two publication so much can be learned about the history of Whittier. Through QC archives and 
old yearbooks life in Whittier as for back as the 1920s can be compared to life on the campus today. 
As for other media productions, KPOET brings music and entertainment to the students of the 
campus everyday. Not only are their radio shows hosted by students for students, KPOET also generates 
bands to perform concerts on campus for the students. While KPOET  
handles the music portion of Whittier College entertainment, the pa 
new Video Production Club has taken on movies. So far during the 
second semester the video production club has already shot one 9 
movie and is bringing to campus the first Whittier College Film Festival, 
Between each of these media outlets, students are able to enjoy a 
multitude of events, from concerts throughout the year, reading the 
newspaper every Thursday, watching student produced movies or even 
flipping the pages of a book the media publications have got you covered. 
Above: Acropolis staff members Jennifer Tennille and Allyson Jo Saco work long hours on their pages 
right before their lost deadline. 
Left: Copy Editors Lola Levine-Wi/ens and Me/iso Miller and Section Editors Ester Chan and Justine 
Velasco spend their evening copy editing. 
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ew players, a new 
Athletic Coordinator (AC), 
new coaches, assistant 
coaches and in some 
cases, new uniforms, seem 
to be some of the ways 
in which the Whittier College Athletic 
Department, along with everything else 
on campus, has changed of this past 
year. From charging at football games 
to attracting more spectators to sporting 
events with nights like PAC the GAO, the 
sports teams and the students alike could 
see the changes. Individually players 
changed; they gained experience and 
new skills. Teams changed; they grew with 
leadership from new and old coaches and 
captains alike. In the end this year had a 
Change of Pace for each of the teams. 
Above. Setter christa Rainy/he sets 
up freshman Lisset Madgaleno for a 
middle hit, 
Right. Junior Jessica Schlegel serves 
another ace for the Poets game 
against Redlands. 
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Women's Veiie9LOII 
Starting off the season with five returning players and seven 
new players, the Whittier College Poets were ready for a new 
beginning. With the direction returning head coach, Jolene Small, 
and a new assistant coach, Andrea Buckner, the girls were taught 
to push their skills to the limit. Practices were held most afternoons 
in order to have the girls work on their skills from passing, to setting 
and hitting, even working on their slides. Their hard work paid off 
in the games, Most of the time games came within points of each 
other. The crowd was always on edge the during rallies, The Poets 
always seemed to keep the rallies going; even when the ball 
seemed to far out of reach, somehow the girls were able to keep 
it in play. 
Although their record may seem as though they had a 
tough season, the girls played their hearts out in each game. The 
team ended the season with 67 aces, 808 digs, 394 kills, 55 blocks 
with 20 being solos blocks and 35 block assists. Each girl brought 
their whole heart and skill to the game, being that they needed 
to learned to work together as a team. This was a learning year 
for the girls. Next season will be much anticipated for the Whittier 
College Girls' Volleyball team. 
I Uster 
Lisset Mad galeno-1, Jessica 
Schlegel-2, Deena Arenas-3, 
Donnell Booher-4, Katie Sharpe-5, 
Cassidy Lake-8, Bibi Gonzales-9, 
Megan Win go-ID, Andrea Shoup-
11, Christa Rainville-12, Jennifer 
Solos-13 
Above,' After a fake out by Megan Win go, Freshman Lisset Madgalena tips the ball after 
being set up by Christa Rainville, 
Above: Junior Deena Arenas get set for a pass 
while Jennifer Solos and Jessica Schlegel look on. 
    
hove: Transfer player Bibi Gonzalez goes up for a hit, while Senior Megan Win go gets into position 
case Redlands returned the ball, 
9ff,' Junior Cassidy Lake and Freshman Lisset Modgaleno get in sync as they jump to block a spike 
'am Redlands, 
S CDFQLOCI rd 
Chapman 	 0-3 
UC Santa Cruz 	 0-3 
Cal Lutheran 	 0-3 
Redlands 	 0-3 
Occidental 	 3-0 
La Verne 	 0-3 
Cal Tech 	 3-0 
Pomona-P itzer 	 0-3 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 0-3 
La Sierra 	 3-0 
Cal Lutheran 	 0-3 
Chapman 	 0-3 
Redlands 	 1-3 
Occidental 	 0-3 
La Verne 	 0-3 
Cal Tech 	 3-1 
Pomona-P itzer 	 0-3 
La Sierra 	 3-0 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 0-3 
Lowhren Aceves-00, Jessica 
Vi/Ialobos-3, Carrie Sherwood-4, 
Keely Sartori-5, Mayra Murillo-
6, Annette Medrano-7, Sarah 
Furman-8, Cindy Morales-9, 
Alexandra Guevara-10, Kristen 
Marshall-I'!, Gabriella Capucetti-
12, Brittany Kunz-13, Kay/an 
Lavillotti-14, Ashley Phipps-17, 
Jennifer Anderson-21 
C• .on cnfs 
La Sierra 
Occidental 
La Verne 
Cal Lutheran 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 
Redlands 
UC Santa Cruz 
Pomona-P itzer 
Occidental 
La Sierra 
La Verne 
Cal Lutheran 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 
Redlands 
Chapman 
CSU San Marcos 
Pomona-P itzer 
Above: Senior, and captain, Annette Medrana Above: With more will then Occidental, Jay attempts to reach the ball ahead of Occidental. 
lacks for the open player 
	
Be/ow: Senior Cindy Morales, and four year lettered player, gains control of the boll 
from the opponents. 
'C 
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Above.' Senior defender and captain 
Kristen Marshall drops back allowing her 
to get into position to stop the attack on 
the goal. 
Left. Freshman defender. Ashley Phipps, 
advances the ball down the field. 
low.' Srtior, urtu tour yrur tIitrru pIuyr, L,CJfrlO 
'terwood gams control of the ball as Occidental 
ies to step in to get  it. 	- 
This year the Whittier College Soccer team worked their 
hardest both on the field and off, Whether they were practicing 
during the evening or individually working out throughout the day, 
these girls worked their hardest, In each game the girls forced the 
other team to their limits, pushing them as hard as they could. The 
team was lead by second year head coach Dennis Cope and 
assistant coach Emily Frey. With nine graduating seniors and four 
incoming freshman the team not only had fresh talent, but they 
also had a sense of strong leadership from the returning players. 
Amongst the graduating seniors there was great talent; 
these girls won their SCIAC championship their freshman year. Out 
of the graduating seniors there were five, four year lettered players 
which included Carrie Sherwood, Cindy Morales, Kristen Marshal, 
Annette Medrano and Sarah Furman, Along with being four year 
lettered players, Annette Medrano and Kristen Marshal were 
captains while Annette and Carrie Sherwood tied for the amount 
of goals scored. But it was not just these seniors that lead the team; 
there were new players on both defense and offense and even in 
goal which helped the soccer team progress during the season. 
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Above: Whittier college Poets look towards the goal in order to send o signal to the goalie they or 
open during o goal kick, 
Above.' Both the Whittier college Men Soccer team and the opposing team watch as the ball is 
chased down the field and recaptured for the game. 
sceFeLecid 
Chapman 	 0-6 
La Sierra 	 4-1 
La Sierra 	 3-2 
Cal Lutheran 	 0-6 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 0-3 
Red/ands 	 0-7 
Cal Tech 	 1-2 
Pomona-P itzer 	 1-4 
Occidental 	 0-2 
La Verne 	 2-3 
Cal Lutheran 	 1-5 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 0-7 
Red/ands 	 0-4 
Cal State- San Marcos 
	 1-4 
Cal Tech 	 2-0 
Pomona-P itzer 	 1-6 
Colorado College 
	 1-0 
Occidental 	 2-3 
Eddie Baker-#1, Drake-To wnes-
Witzel-#2, Ben Stockler-#4, Simon 
Ghebra-#5, Joey Gelaro-#6, Dan 
Roe-#7, Reggie El Bassiouni-#8, 
Cody Sowo-#9, Joe McFarlin-
#10, Gerg Herz-#11, Jon Lee-#12, 
David Dennniston-#13, Ronnie 
Beal-#14, Ryan Covarrubias-#15, 
Eric BorjaO#16, Paul Emack-
#17, Kody Seminara-#18, Massa 
Yamaoka-#21, Marc Elliot-#23, 
Mike Kosak-#24 
bove: The Whittier College Men soccer team goalie 
)loys close attention to the position of the boll as it 
pproaches the net. 
Left. Eddie Baker looks in awe at 
as the opposing team foals his 
teammate. 
Below: Kody Seminara protects 
the ball from the opponent in an 
attempt to advance down field. 
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Mens Soccer 
Men's Soccer has contributed to the college's ongoing athletic 
success. During their preseason competition, the team set high goals 
for themselves, as is tradition with many athletic teams. Lead by first 
year coach Max Gebhardt, the team had a new perspective on the 
game and the season. Eleven players returned, carrying with them 
their experience and leadership. At the same time, fresh talent arrived 
in the form of eleven new freshman, ready to play college ball. The 
team looked upon the season as an opportunity to flourish. 
Winning both games against La Sierra and an awesome 2-1 win 
over Cal Tech, the team joined their forces to make this season a very 
exciting one. By the end of the season each player had grown. Joe 
McFarlin was named to the All-Southern CA Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference, Other major players on the team included Dan Roe, the 
junior goal keeper who held the team together when the opposing 
teams got past the defense as well as Cody Sowa, a freshman 
goalie. Each player, worked their hardest and contributed greatly to 
the team whether it was saving goals, protecting the net, scoring 
goals or creating offensive opportunities the poets always seemed 
to be working together. The Men's Soccer team played their best 
at every game, despite the ups and downs of the season. With a 
dedicated group of poets this year, the men's soccer team were able 
to challenge each and every team they came against. The season 
may have had a different outcome, but all in all, the Whittier College 
Men's Soccer team worked hard to the very last goal. 
Above, Whittier defensive line is always ready to stop at 
possible touchdowns made by the opposite teams. 
Right: The opposing team 
prepares themselves to 
stop the kick from the 
Whittier football team. 
Below: A couple of poets 
tackle down members 
of the opposing team 
as they came close 
to gaining yards for a 
touchdown. 
Mens Football 
This year, the Poets started out the season after a 
great head start during spring training. Headed by first 
year coach BJ Hammer, the team was expected to have 
a promising season, full of experienced Poet players with 
roughly 21 sophomores, 23 juniors, and 10 seniors returning. 
As well, the team received 19 freshmen players who were 
excited to play for the Poets. Individually, the offense returned 
eight starters including quarterback Josh Scurlock, As for the 
defense, nine starters returned for this season ready to take 
on the opposition. 
The season started a little rough, with the loss of the 
first couple of games. Spirits were raised, however, after a 
17-0 win against Chapman University. As the season continued 
the teams scores fluctuated. But in each game there was 
edge-of-the-seat thrills. The most memorable was the last 
home game of the season played against Redlands; full of 
suspense, the Poets were able to hold on to finish the game 
with a victory. For many in the stands, as well as for the 10 
seniors on the field, this was their last game at Whittier, and 
as at many college football games, students rushed the field. 
As the last ended this year, the Whittier College Football 
team once again showed us the persistence they endure as 
a team and the concept of never giving up. 
University of Puget Sound 19-26 
Carthage College 	 2-31 
Pomona-P itzer 	 17-24 
Cal Luthern 	 10-35 
Chapman 	 17-0 
La Verne 	 14-27 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 25-28 
Red/ands 	 28-21 
Occidental 	 30-34 
,bove.' Our Whittier Poets march out as o team, ready to work together and get as many 
ouchdowns as possible, 
elow: The Poets offense set up for another ploy hoping to make yet another down, bringing 
hem closer to the end zone. 
SCCF&(DC1  Fcl 
  
Jared Izidoro- #1, Chosen Eddow-#2, 
Ben Walker-#3, Jacob Lirnon-#4, Anthony 
Cappe/leti-#5, Anthony Porn ponio-#6, 
Mike Vora-#7, Christopher Gartrell-#8, 
Ruben Chavez-#9, Riley Bateman-#10, 
Joshua Scurlock-#'l 1, Philip Staback-
#12, Joke Ramirez-#13, Tony Lane-#14, 
Matt Avila-#15, Garrett Carr-#16, Drew 
Southern-#17, Kevin Cullina-#18, Dill/on 
Trites-#19, Shone Brynes-#21, Shawn 
Briggs-#22, Paul Schillin-#23, Adorn 
Sandoval-#24, Augie Furst-#25, Nick 
Papageorge-#26, Dustin Jones-#27, 
Randall Dean, Ryan Munoz-#29, David 
Munoz-#30, Conner Schryler-#31, Ryan 
Kidder-#32, Chris Tarver-33, Brandon 
Boehm-#34, Josh Toailoa-#35, Steffen 
Santos-#36, Gabe Penaflor-#37, Sean 
Michaels-#38, Frank Fontes-#39, Cory 
Babbington-#40, Sean Kuhn-#42, Zack 
Egan-#43, Tommy Terhune-#44, Matt 
Petro pu/os- #45, Arlo Caste/o-#47, Matt 
Gocke-#48, Jacob Miles-# 49, Sam 
Ramos-#50, Christopher Martinez-#51, 
Lowell Schwalb-#52, Trevor Be//-#53, Keith 
Hernandez-#54, Christian Mosher-#55, 
Xavier Egan-#56, Juan Solis-#57, Quinn 
Keefer-#60, James Constancio-#61, Marc 
Pacheco-#63, Alexander Durazo-#64, Elliot 
Bostick-#66, Joe Ran gel-#67, Eric West-
#71, Joe Temp/e-#75, Daniel Lopez-#79, 
Jason Ha/Iowa y-#80, TC. Co//yrnore-#81, 
Scott Hayter-#82, Chris Anderson-#84, 
Albert Williams-#85, Ryan Combs-#86, 
Joespeh Choi-#89, Donovan Moloney-#91, 
Ian Crorn-#93, Vinny Santucci-#94, Heath 
Anderson-#98 
Above.' Not allowing the suns 
reflection to blind him from the 
goal, this team player aims for 
victory 
Right: The team moves dawn 
the pool to stop the apponent 
offensive play 
NAen's WC11eFF01C 
The Whittier College men's waterpolo team along, with Head 
coach Mitch Carty's season ended with a 53-150 overall record and 
a 65-30 SCIAC record, The team also had help from assistant coaches 
C.J. Carty and Josh Acosta, This year's team was made up of a few 
returning players as well as some new faces. Three seniors from the 
men's waterpolo team will graduate this year, but four freshmen 
were welcomed additions to the team. Seniors Joke Zerbe and Mark 
Canner lead the team as captains and with all efforts combined 
the team had an overall record of 11-20, 'II of those games being 
against Division I and Division II teams. Through all of their hard work 
and time spent practicing, the team tied 5th for the SCIAC record. 
Individually, each of the players ontheteam did exceptionally 
well, Jake Zerbe was named to the First Team all SCIAC team and 
first Team All American in the NCAA Division Ill, Matt Brammer '09 
was named to the Second Team All SCIAC Team and Second Team 
All America (NCAA Division Ill), and Cody Pletcher ('07) was named 
to the Second Team All SCIAC Team, With all of their combined hard 
work, this team pulled through and concluded the 2006 season with 
a national ranking of 5th in the Collegiate Water Polo Coaches Poll. 
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John Jacobson-'!, Matt 
Brammer-'l, Matt Rogers- 
2, 	 Dante Marie y-Montes-3, 
Manuel Sanchez-4, Sean 
Larsen-6, Mark Canner-7, Cody 
P/etcher-I'!, Andrew Kushnir-
12, Lance Haver-13, Chris 
Villanueva-14, Jake Zerbe-15, 
and Tim Beck-16. 
ouvo: oouy rIoILIlo/ Z>UU11Z> III woii IL) Il/IL) 01? 0.)L)1I 10L)I /0 f.)LJ 	 IL). 
Above: Mark Canner prepares for a shot while 
Joke Zerbe fights off the opponent. 
\bove: The team gathers around as head coach Mitch Carty offers advice and gives a strategy for 
he next part of the game. 
eft: In attempt to keep the opposing team from intercepting the ball, our Whittier poet sets up a pass 
a his fellow teammate, 
S COrQLCa rd 
oyola-Marymon t 
annon University 
a! Baptist 
/aremon t-Mudd-Scripps 
omona-Pitzer 
cc/dental 
a Verne 
a! Tech 
edlands 
a/ Lutheran 
SC/AC Championship 
a/ Lutheran 
a! Tech 
laremon t 
WWPA Championship 
UC Santa Cruz 
ed/ands 
La Verne 
5-11 
16-12 
6-13 
8-11 
8-11 
15-7 
10-6 
20-7 
8-11 
9-8 
10-11 
18-3 
6-7 
7-12 
5-10 
12-10 
Jill Armstrong, Allison Bilroth-
MacLurg, Caroline Cox, Br/anna 
Craig, Nicholas Daum, Adrianna 
Durflinger, Laura Guzman, 
Melissa Horn, Jacqueline Jones, 
Laura Jones, Alle Kamela, 
Jessica Medina, Yuki Miyagiwa, 
Jenna Montoya, John Morley 
Jonathan Naggyarna, Trent 
Nakasi, Darlene Part/da, Erin 
Patterson, Cameron Pye, Jesus 
Quinn, Raphael Rodriguez, 
Nicholas Salomone, Andrew 
Schroeder, Eric Shane, Daniel 
Strauss, Calvin Wong 
Above: The Women Cross Country team streches out before their race begins. 
below: Nicholas Salomone pumps up his pace in the final meters of his run, in hopes of getting his best 
time yet. 
Above.' Adrianna Durflinger finds her own 
perfect pace during the run. 
Slandine 
Westmont Invitational 	 M-4th 
W-5th 
Bulldog Invitational 	 M-6th 
W- 8th 
Foothill Invitational 	 M-7th 
W-5th 
SC/AC Finals 	 M-7th 
W-7th 
Cross Country 
This year, the Whittier College Cross Country team pushed 
themsevles to the limit to make sure they were ready for their impending 
meets, The team was lead by head coach Greg Phillips, who is in 
his twenty-second year of coaching, with assistance Luis Ibarra and 
Chuck Lane, Whit these three coaches the team found that they had 
strong leadership and experience. These two qualities were also found 
amongst the runners themselves, with two of last year's top five women 
and all five of last year's top men returning. For the 2006-2007 season, 
the women were lead by Laura Guzman and Adrianna Durflinger 
while the men's team was led by Nicholas Salomone and Nick Daum, 
Through this amazing unit of leadership, the whole team flourished 
during work-outs and at their meets. Workouts consisted of repitions at 
Michigan Park, hill workouts along the trails, as well as track workouts. 
The team is set in the SCIAC league along with seven other 
teams. Each invitational the Poets took part in required them to push 
themselves to the limits. However, in the end, Cross Country is not 
a sport about coming in first, but it is a sport that forces it's runners 
to make a commitment to themselves and force themselves as 
individuals to go the distance (although winning is always nice too). 
At the same time, it is a sport that relys on the team as a whole to 
help each other when needed. Freshamn Melissa Horn explains: "We 
runners are making a commitment to strive for the best as well as 
making friendships on the way. Running is a passion, but it's hardwork 
and very challenging since it involves both dedication and trainin 
Above: The Cross Country team takes 
o break from their rigirous training to 
show, no matter the pain they endure, 
they always hove their team spirit and 
friendship. 
Let t.The graduating seniors from the 
Cross Country team pose for one final 
photo together 
For Left: As John Morely nears the finishing 
line, his pace slowly quickens. One of the 
ideals in Cross Country is to maintain a 
moderate, steady pace throught the 
race, only increasing that pace when 
you come in sight of the finish line. 
NAen's FasLelkcill 
Finishing seventh this season in the SCIAC, Men's Basketball 
certainly pulled a crowd to their games. With each game differing 
from the one before, those in attendance never knew what to 
expect. Lead by head coach Rock Carter and assistant coach 
Mark Jensen this team consistently worked their hardest, With ten 
upper-class men and five freshman this team had both a mix of 
experience and fresh talent, In the end, the team worked their 
hardest and it showed in their statistics. The team averaged about 
75 points per game and about 37 rebounds, They also averaged 
about 9 steals per game and about 4 blocks per game. With their 
hard work and determination it was not surprising that Tim Fanning 
and Jeff McLean were selected as members of the SCIAC Second 
Team 
Although every game that the Poets played was full of 
edge-of-the-seat thrills, the final home game of the season proved 
to be one of the most exciting games, Students showed up to the 
games wearing their "PAC the GAC" shirts, Not only did the Poets 
fill the stand but the local high school band cheered on the boys 
throughout the game. Although the boys lost in the final seconds 
of double overtime, the game was unbelievable. For days to come 
students recounted event and calls that the referees did or did not 
make. But this was just one of the incredible games that the Poets 
' 	 played throughout their season. 
e 
Below: Senior Tim Fanning stops just above the three 
point line and takes a perfect shot adding three more 
point to the Poets score. 
Above: Getting ready to pass 
the ball, Ralph Fuarlough looks 
to see his options. 
Right: Supporting their team, 
poets come Pac the Gac and 
cheer an their boys. 
Tim Fanning-4, AJ, Manalo-10, 
Andrew Gupilan-11, Donovan 
White-12, Marcus Gibson-20, 
Jonathan Saucedo-22, Andrew 
Gowing-25, Raphael Farlough-
32, Vernon Covington-34, Jeff 
McLean-40, Bill Ritter-42, Anthony 
Taylor-44, Paul Swesey-50, Seth 
Long-52, Brian Cymbolin-54 
Above: Coming together as a team, the poets give a cheer before heading back into the game. 
Above: Vernon Covington drive the boll to the hoop without taking one look at his opponent. Above: Andrew Gupilan posses of the ball to 
fellow teammate Marcus Gibson. 
SCC PC? kc)(I  rd  
West Coast Baptist 
La Sierra 
Pu get Sound 
Anderson 
Chapman 
Cal Lutheran 
La Verne 
Cal Tech 
Pomona P/tzer 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 75-65 
Red/ands 	 122-132 
Occidental 
	
60-82 
Ca/ Lutheran 	 67-76 
La Verne 
	
63-67 
Cal Tech 
	
71-38 
Pomona-P itzer 
	
68-80 
Claremont-Mudd- Scripps 38-64 
Redlands 
	
129-136 
Occidental 
	
61-63 
84-77 
83-75 
88-106 
61-75 
65-66 
49-64 
63-67 
96-41 
71-79 
Women's Faskelkall 
Each year, Whittier's Women's Basketball team puts in their 
all to the game. Each day is spent practicing and honing their skills 
to they can make sure they play their best. The team was lead by 
eight returning players, seven of which were seniors, Along with 
these returning players the Poets recieved ten new players willing 
to become a part of the team, This year the women, under the 
leadership of head coach Will Morrise, brought eleven wins to the 
team, five conference and six non-conference, Along with these 
wins the women had a per game average of about 59 points, 
36 rebounds, 9.5 assists and '10 steals, At the end of the season 
senior MichelleMascoto earned all- SCIAC honors and was named 
a member of first team. 
At each of their games the girls played their hardest. But, 
the most memorable game for those that went to cheer on the 
girls was the "PAC the GAO" game. This was the final home game 
and was the senior game. This game showed the heart and skills 
that the girls had on and off the court. It was an intense game full 
of amazing basketball. In the end, although the girls lost, it was 
a game that they should have been pround of, because as fans 
,we Whittier College Poets, were impressed. 
Below: Senior uona Allen gets air as she takes a shot 
before the opposing team is able to block her 
Above.' Coming together as a team. 
the Lady Poets get pumped before 
the beginning the game. 
Right: Driving it down the lone to 
pass on Occidental player, Michelle 
Arou puts oil her energy into getting 
across court, 
Stephanie Hilmes-00, Michelle 
Araw-1, Rosario Rios-Aguilar40, 
Melissa Johnson-15, Christina 
Ledesma-22, Michelle Mascoto-
23, Dana Allen-24, Christa 
Rainville-25, Desiree Flores-32, 
Megan Win go-33, Ashley Viera-41, 
Emily Belvado-43, Erica Amico-44, 
Desiree Ramirez, Jennifer Solos 
bove: me toets hold hands during the NarionalAnrnem or meir masr home game of the season. This .uuv; iu,iui 	 mj3ut 	 LI 	 L) 
as also the last game that the seniors would play as Poets. 	 the hoop for a lay-up. 
Above: Senior Michelle Moscato looks past the three opponents as she takes the ball inside to score 
iet another two points for the poets. 
SCOFeLocid 
Menlo 	 36-70 
Cal State Maritime 64-52 
La Sierra 	 43-59 
UC Santa Cruz 	 55-40 
College of Wooster 57-56 
Cal Lutheran 47-55 
La Verne 47-71 
Co/tech 56-42 
Pomona-P itzer 62-43 
Claremont 56-58 
Redlands 65-72 
Occidental 49-65 
Cal Lutheran 67-65 
Southwestern 84-40 
La Verne 53-58 
Ca/tech 52-54 
Pomona-P itzer 63-47 
Claremont 69-64 
Red/ands 55-60 
Occidental 63-75 
Swimminq  
With Mitch Carty as head coach and Josh Acosta and 
Allison Hedgpeth assisting him, this 2006-2007 swim season 
ended on a high note. Winning their last meet against Cal Tech 
on February 3rd, the Poets went onto the SCIAC Championships 
where Manuel Sanchez had the I 'lth best time in the nation for 
the 200 breaststroke, placed '13th in the '100 breaststroke, and 
26th in the 200 IM. Other swimmers placed high as well, including 
Sam Bendeum who placed 7th in the 50 free, and '13th in the 
100 free, Matt Rogers placed 10th and Matt Brammer in 16th 
for backstroke. As for the women, Kera Kimura finished 8th in the 
200 breaststroke as well as 13th for the 100 breast, Catherine 
Gouge finished 16th in the 200 individual medley and the 50 free, 
and lndre Lauraitis took 14th in the 200 backstroke, Although it 
was a rough season, the Poets did not give up and their hard 
work paid of at the 2007 SCIAC Championship in Huston, Texas. 
Like all Whittier College teams, the swim team worked 
hard all season. With extensive work outs including swimming 
hours of laps in the pool, in some cases even having to swim 
a mile, forced the Poets to work on perfectling thier stroke 
while building endurance. These practices helped to Poets 
achieve the outcome they did during the SCIAC championship. 
Above: Cassidy 0 Loke swims butterfly 
across the pool. 
Right: Manuel Sanchez makes his way 
dawn the pool doing backstroke. 
Sanchez also holds the school record 
for the 200 backstroke. 
Be/ow: Alexandra Gorman springs off the diving bloc/i 
to begin her event. 
- 
ye: Catherine Gouge came up for air during her breaststroke event. Gauge along with 3 other 
n-mates, hold the school record for the 200 Medley relay 
   
  
Tim Beck, Sam Benedum, Matt B rammer, 
Wes Carty Lance Haver, John Jacobson, 
Matt Jung, Andrew Kushnir, Sean 
Larsen, Dante Morley-Montes, Matt 
Rogers, Manuel Sanchez, Joke Stewart, 
Chris Villanueva, Cheryl Bucholtz, 
Caroline Galvin, Alexandra Gorman, 
Catherine Gouge, Jackie Grabowski, 
Kera Kimura, Noemi Kobayashi, Cassidy 
Lake, Indre Lauraitis, Robin Olmstead, 
Ashley Papenbrock, Sarah Peel, Karley 
Perine, Nicole Sandoval, Sarah Willis 
 
 
 
 
)ve: Manuel Sanchez pulls his way through the water during the freestyle portion of the Medley Above: Mott Rogers comes in for his last 25 in his 
chez holds two scic championship records. 	 backstroke event, Rogers also plays Waterpolo 
for the Poets, 
SCO  LOCI rd 	 
Pomona-P itzer Invitational M.' '1 '1 th 
VV 10th 
Bulldog Pentathlon 
CMS 	 M:82-119 
W: 41-101 
La Verne 	 M: 101-128 
W: 88-94 
Redlands 	 M: 46-189 
W' 31-190 
Cal Lutheran 	 M: 84-118 
W.' 55-141 
Occidental 	 M: 65-132 
W' 62-133 
Pomona-P itzer 	 M: 75-148 
W.' 50-146 
Cal Tech 	 M: 122-72 
W: 140-86 
SC/AC Diving Prelininaries 
SC/AC Championships 
NCAA Womens Championships 
NCAA Men§ Championships 
4-Bobby Wooldridge. 5-Blake 
Luitwieler, 6- Robert Norton, 7-
Patrick Martin, 8- Nick Taiariol, 
9-Kody Seminara, 10- Ryan 
Martin, 11- Jason Surat, 
12- Robbie Smith, 13- Blake 
Coddington, 14- Lorenzo Lopez, 
15- Charles Acker, 16- Thomas 
Phelps, 17- Daniel Reyes, 18 
- Kevin Chapman, 19- Shonn 
Kay 20- Pete Gonzalez, 22-
Scot Kakuk, 25- Cole Williams, 
26- Luke Moedritzer, 28- Robert 
Pachuca, 29- Mike Benavente, 
30- Ben Cohon, 32- Matt 
Schwarz, 33- Trevor Bormann, 
35- Martin Buena, 36- Riley 
Bateman, 40- Justin Armijo, 42-
Philip Limon, 44- Ty Crawford, 
45- Quinn Keefer 
Right: Sophomore Thomas Phelps, who played o majority of the season 05 o strong pitcher, delivers o 
fast one to the opponents with the new boeboll diamond wall in the bockround. 
Below Right: Junior Nick Toioriol slides safe into second base after o quick sprint from first. 
  
S C(D re LOCI rd 
SC/AC Opponent Games Only. 
Claremont M-S(Feb 23-24) 
8-6, 7-9, 3-5 
Occidental (Mar 2-3) 
5-4, 8-6, 6-9 
Pomona-P itzer(Mar 23-24) 
2-1,6-7,9-10 
Cal Tech(Mar 30-31) 
23-1,10-0,22-2 
Cal Lutheran(Apr 13-14) 
2-4,6-5, 4-7 
Redlands(Apr 21- 22) 
4-1, 5-2,7-10 
La Verne(Apr 27-28) 
2-5,11-13,3-2 
 
   
   
   
   
   
   
/1? 
Men s a se ljcu l l 
This February in Southern California meant a few important 
changes for Whittier College students, The weather heated up a little 
higher than it had already been all year, Second Semester began, 
and the baseball team kicked off their season coming off a strong 
2006 season, The combination of many returning strong players and 
a supportive coaching staff lead the Poet players to a great over 
all season. As predicted in the bigging of the season, Junior Blake 
Luitwieter, and Sophomoers Thomas Phels and Justin Armo lived up 
to their high expectations of laying a strong foundation for the team. 
The Whittier College Baseball team has been undoubtly 
recognized as putting in so much of their time to practicing; sometimes 
as much as twice a day for many long hours at a time. Their dedication 
to the team payed off throughout the season with big wins over teams 
such as Cal Tech and University of Redlands. During the season the 
Poets even took three of their games into extra innings to fight for 
their victory. But the biggest accomplishment for the season was the 
teams win over La Verne which knocked La Vernse out of a change 
at Championship. The entire college community is anxious to see how 
next years season is going to be eve more succesful than this one was! 
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Above: The Poet team watches in anticipation for the next excit°ng play to occur 
Left: Luke Moedritzer makes the perfect catch while playing in the outfield for the Poets. 
Below: Matt Morgado rips the ball with perfect form deep into the outfield during a sunny 
day game at their home field. 
Above: Sophmore third baseman Vicky Oviedo reaches out for the ball as the player slides into thirc 
base. 
S corcIoarcl 
Patten G-1: 4-6, G-2:6-2 
Menlo G-1: 4-7, G-2:4-5 
Occident/al G-1: 13-1, G-2:8-0 
Hope International G-1: 7-4, G-2:15-3 
La Sierra G-1: 8-0, G-2: 24-3 
Pomona-P /tzer G-1: 11-3, G-2:6-4 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps G-1: 7-10, G-2: 8-0 
Redlands G-1: 1-2, G-2:4-2 
Fa/rleight-Dickenson G-1: 3-7, G-2:5-4 
Wesleyan G-1: 9-3, G-2: 9-6 
Occidental G-1: 6-2, G-2:4-5 
La Verne 
Ca/ Lutheran 
G-1: 
G-1: 
3-7, 
2-6, 
G-2:2-10 
G-2:0-16 
Austin College G-1: 9-'!, G-2: 7-1 
University of Dallas G-1: 0-3, G-2:12-0 
Pomona-P itzer G-1: 8-1, G-2: 0-3 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps G-1: 2-0, G-2:4-1 
Below: Attempting to catch the ball before 
the runner comes into home plate, Sophmore 
cater Amanda Brown does her best to keep 
her eye on the ball. 
Above: Preparing for the swing, number 13, Britney Kuntz, keeps steady watch on thE 
poisition of the ball before it lands in the catchers mit, 
Beth Walczak-2, Deena Adams-
3, Sara Loveday-4, Amanda 
Brown-ó, Sheryl Fukuda-7, Brenna 
Winslow-B, Mary Pacheso-9, 
Laura Duarte-10, Vicky Oviedo-
13, Amanda Carrasco-14, Katie 
Sharpe-15, Char/s Gaston-16, 
Erica Uneno-18 
Left: After hitting the ball, this 
Lady Poet prepares to drop the 
bat and make a run for first base. 
Be/ow: In softball, you are never 
able to be posivitve what the 
opposing teams next move will be. 
But this Lady Poet has her eyes 
open and is ready to steal a base 
at the next ovaible chance. 
bove: This Lady Poet knows the importance of 
aking it to first base before the boll is caught. 
irncn 's Scflkcl I I 
Finishing the season off with the third most wins in the programs history, 
the Whittier College Women's Softball team truly did put in a tremendous 
amount of effort in this season. Each player brought energy and strength 
into the next game. Even with the loss of Charis Gaston, who was out for 
the season with an injured back, the team never lost it's spirit. Back in her 
fourth year as Head Coach, Erin Bridges-Thorpe lead the team along with 
Assistant Coaches Melissa Brown and Dr. Mike McBride of the Political Science 
Deptartment who helped found the Softball program in 1979. 
Even halfway through the 2007 Softball season, the team was doing 
wonderfully, having won fifteen of their twenty-two games. Such improvement 
over previous years can be attributed to the rigorous practices the girls 
endured each day, as well as the love and passion each player had for the 
game. At each game, every player had the chance to participate on the 
field and at bat, a coaching technique Head Coach Bridges-Thorpe throughly 
believes in. One only gets better if they have the chance to play, and why 
be on a team if you are never given that chance. 
As well, this year's fantastic season can in part be attributed to the 
arrival of Freshamn Mary Pacheco whose batting skills lead to her .706 batting 
average in March and she was awarded "Best Female Player of the Week" 
by SCIAC on March 7th. Overall, the Whittier College Softball team made this 
season one to remember through one of the most successful season to date 
and a love and passion for the game. 
above.' Micheal Pickett takes control of the ball 
and advances downt he field. 
Right. Number 28, Joel Kerben, takes 
a quick fall, but doesn't let it keep him 
from playing the remainder of the 
game. 
Below: Teamwork is key in any sport, 
working together to ensure your team 
comes out on top is just one of those 
factors. And such is held true as 
number 29, Jeremy Redding, and his 
fellow Poets held each other defend 
off the team clad in blue and gold. 
Men's lacress 
This year the Men's Lacross team became a team to reckone 
with on the field, Nate Watkins is the new head coach to the Men's 
Lacrosse team this year and was ready to set this team into a winning 
streak. Watkins astonishing carrer is highlted with his University of 
Maryland All-American and current Major League Larcrosse Star. 
Not only was the addition of a new coach an imporvement for the 
team but the team returned 3 seniors, 9 juniors, 7 sophomores and 
welcomed 5 freshman to the team. Having several returing members 
this year the team had a solid foundation that led to many victories 
and lead them a 7-7 season. Team Captains Dave Gerbarg, Dan 
Pickett and Dan Aas worked well together to get the team to work 
better as a whole and make this one of the greatest seasons that 
Whittier has ever seen. 
The games that the men played were always well attended 
and the fans always looked forward to a great game. Throughout 
the season the goalie Ben Brown made aroung 100 saves, and the 
team goals were lead by sophmore Anthony Lackey, Senior Dave 
Gerbarg and Junior Chuck Wagner. These players along with the 
defense and the other offensive players ensured that this season 
would be one that Whittier College could be proud of. 
3e/ow: Going up against his appent with oil the gusto and strength he has, this Whittier Poet puts his 
/l into the game to help ensure the other team doesn't scare. 
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Score LOCI rcl 
Chico St. 	 17-3 
Notre Dame De Namur 	 13-14 
Alumni 	 12-9 
Elmira College 	 18-17 
Chapman 	 13-12 
Ursinus 	 10-11 
Notre Dame De Namur 	 11-12 
Ithaca 	 11-17 
McDaniel 	 18-9 
Colorado College 	 17-6 
Goucher 	 12-4 
Wooster College 	 6-13 
Ohio Wesleyan 	 11-13 
oave.' ineacrasse ieamsianas rogerneras Tneyawuii iur u I UIW SIgHS iiuii I I lieu uuuu, uuuu ui 
game to begin. 
Above. Number 26, Todd Prot/eff, sets up for the 
next move while an eye an the apposite team. 
I ()Sl(?F 
Jason Pellegrino-!, Matt MuIr y-
2, Christian Wright-3, Micheal 
Pickett-4, Chuck Wagner-5, Seth 
Wahler-6, Ben Barchey-7, Daniel 
Roe-8, Dan Schielwind-9, Corey 
Scha b-Il, Anthony Lackey-
12, David Denniston-13, Tyler 
McGuire-14, Conner Schryen-16, 
Dus fin Cramer-'17, Daniel Aas-18, 
Dave Gerberg-19, Dave Barr-22, 
Kevin McCarrol-24, Austin Atwell-
25, Todd Pro tIe ff-26, Joel Kerben-
28, Jeremy Redding-29., Ben 
Brown-31, Kevin Hale, Paul Emack 
above: Goalie Jessica Farrell deflects 
a ball, this was just one of many saves 
that lead to a Poet win. 
right: Freshman Sarah Lamb gains 
control of the ball and advanced down 
 
the field, 	 - 
for right: Freshman Emily Mukal looks 
toward the goal. 
omen s LacFess 
This season for Women's Lacross was an amazing one. The 
Poets won their first game in three years; not only did they win one 
game, they won four. Under the leadership of head coach Emily Frey 
and assistant coach Chris Fox this years team was push to do their 
best. The team graduated only four players the previous year which 
kept the core of the team strong. And with the addition of seven 
incoming players the season for the Poets looked bright. Although 
they started a little rocky the Poets proved themselves to be a strong 
team by the third game, which was their first win of the season. From 
then on the Poets played their hardest in every game. 
The last home game of the season was played against 
University of Dallas. Having rained all the day the field was wet and 
the air was crisp but the Poets did not let this affect their game. The 
fans in the bleachers were loud which just seemed to push the Poets 
even further, By the end of the game the Poest had out shot Dallas 
21-16 giving them a final score of 7-3. Juniors Kourtney Sexauer and 
Shari Brokowsky lead Poets with two goals, followed by goals from 
Emilmy Mukai, Jessica Koffman and Cassidy Lake. Freshman goalie 
Jessica Farrell did her part in ensuring the poets won by making 13 
saves. In the end this was another great game for the Poets that 
showed their strength as a team which can only be worked on an 
Cn 	 bettered for next season, 
jbov:Jie ,o,iii,ufl iuK(jb an amzing shot ui th goal leuu/ng to uHuthel pu/it fu, the Put, 
Scc rc L(DC)  IDE] 
Pomona Pitzer 	 1-13 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 	 0-23 
Mar ymount University 	 10-8 
Kean University 	 7-15 
University of Pugest Sound 12-18 
Red/ands 5-16 
Mt, Ho/yoke 5-20 
UMass-Dartmouth 5-20 
Pomona Pitzer 6-11 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 6-21 
University of Puget Sound 12-18 
Lin field University 10-12 
Pacific 14-7 
Redlands 7-12 
Pacific 12-5 
University of Dallas 7-3 
ubuve: jutiiui ruui iiey e'cuue1 iuiflS control of the groundball for the Poets. 
I ()SI(?F 
Dese La Sage-2, Armelle 
Gueye-3, Carrie Sherwood-
4, Keely Sartori-5, Done// 
Booher-6, Kourtney Sexauer-7, 
Shri Brokowsky-8, Emily Mukal-
9, Alexandra Holtz-10, Jessie 
Koffman-11, Sarah Lamb-12, 
Blakely Rice, Cassidy Lake-
16, Ashley Ardrey-17, Jessica 
Farrell-18 
0/Dove: I ne vvomens LCT0S5 Team enas me 
game with a cheer 
above: Goalie Sarah Wills, along with the help of Catherine Gouge, saves the goal to keep the 
poets in the lead, 
uuov: Juluol "j'uu, .xiuoovul scores o goal for the Poets as teammaTe caroline Galvin 
looks on. 
upper left: Freshman Alexandra Gorman protects the boll from the opponent as she trys 
to make another goal for the Poets, 
Sarah Wills-1, Cheryl Bucholtz-'l, 
Alexandra Gorman-2, Catherine 
Gouge-9, Caroline Ga/v/n-11, 
Robin Olmstead-I2, Nicole 
Sandoval-13, Indre Lauraitis-I4, 
Karley Perine-15, Sarah Pee/-17, 
Ashley Papenbrock-18 
SCO PC LOCI  rcl 
University of Arizona 	 10-9 
University of Oregon 	 11-9 	  
Sienna College 	 11-10 
Occidental 	 7-9 
UC Santa Cruz 	 8-10 
CSU East Bay 
	 8-12 
Sonoma State 
	 9-10 
CSU Monterey Bay 	 10-11 
UC Santa Cruz 	 10-6 
lana University 	 9-8 
CSU Monterey Bay 
	 6-11 
St, Francis University 	 9-5 
CSU East Boy 	 7-8 
Colorado State University 5-10 
University of Arizona 
	 11-4 
George Washington U. 
	 9-10 
La Verne 	 12-8 
Occidental 	 11-10 
Cc/ Lutheran 	 9-10 
Pomona-P itzer 
	 5-9 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 10-11 
Cal Tech 	 19-4 
Redlands 	 6-11 
SCIAC Chcipionship 
Cal Lutheran 	 10-17 
Cal Tech 	 16-5 
Occidental 	 10-7 
Wcmen ~s WC11eFFOIC 
This year the Whittier College poets were an extraordinary 
strong team. With the leadership of head coach Mitch Carty and 
assistant coach Allison Hedgpeth the team was able to work on 
their skills. The team was also under the leadership of teammates 
Nicole Sandoval and Caroline Galvin who were the team 
captains for the 2006-2007 This years team was full of old talent 
and fresh students wanting to play. The team graduated two 
seniors, one of which, Robin Olmstead, was a four year lettered 
player. As for the rest of the team, six were juniors and the team 
welcomed three freshman to the team. This combination of 
talents along with the leadership provided a strong season, 
The Poets started out their season strong in the tournements 
and this strength was apparent during the rest of their season. They 
had games that left fan on the edge of their seats. Each of these 
games were incredible to watch. The Poest ended fifth in SCIAC, 
winning the consalation championship against Occidental. Also 
ending the season. Karley Pernin '08, was named second All-American 
honors in NCAA Division Ill. The strength and hard work put into this 	
E ( 
season showed in each game and will be seen for seasons to come. 
p 
above: Caroline Galving swims past the 
oppsoing team as well as the goalie and 
proceeds to scare for the poets.  
left: Catherine Gauge sets up a shot, during 
this game she scared multiple times and even 
had a goalie save, 
far left: The paets headaff during the beginning 
of their final quarter played at home, 
 Season kieklisk 
April 7 - NCAA Division 3 
Women 29th 
Men 25th 
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
April 16 - Women finish 6th at SCIAC 
Multi-Duals: 
Women 2-5 
Men 0-7 
April 21 - Tiny Lister Classic at UCLA 
April 28-30 - Whittier College hosts 
SCIAC Championship 
Finals on Bonham Track 
at Memorial Stadium 
   
    
    
    
Above: Long Jump begins with a quick sprint down the track to build a burst at energy 
behind your jump into the sand pit, just as this Poet displayed at the SC/AC finals. 
Men: TO. Collymore, Nick Daurn, 
Matt Fink, Chris Gartrell, Mott 
Gocke, Ken Lustenberger, Yuki 
Miyagiwa, John Morley Ryan 
Munez, Michael Robertson, 
Raphael Rodriguez, Nicholas 
Salomone, Andrew Schroeder, 
Eric Shroeder, Eric Shane, & 
Calvin Wang, 
Women: Dana Allen, Adrianna 
Durflinger, Shuree Gang/off, 
Melissa Horn, Jacqueline 
Jones, Laura Jones, Molly 
Paige Loesche, Monique 
Melgarejo, Darlene Partida, 
Erin Patterson, Julia Tyack, 
Nicole Warner & Stephanie 
Warner 
Above: Training for any meter run during a track meet takes dedication, perseverance, and a sense of 
timely management. Doing just that, this Whittier Poet runner takes his time & keeps his pace. 
Left: Pole Vault /s one of the most 
cha/langing events during Track & 
Field Meets. It takes both upper 
and /over body strength, as well as 
a great deal of mental calmness & 
self motivation. 
Be/ow. Preparing for the Women 
shot up finals during the SC/AC 
Track and Field Championships 
2007, these dedicated Lady Poets 
clad in purple meet with their 
competion before the match 
begins. 
Above: After the Javelin Finals meet, Eric Shane takes 
Dride in his achievements at the SC/AC finals. 
Track onE] fielJ 
The 2006-2007 Track and Field season marked a new start for the 
Whittier College team. With the introduction of a new Head Coach, Dave 
Hogan, the team was also lead by Assistant Coaches Greg Phillips, Ty 
Wynn (Spring, Jump, Multiple Events), Justin Grasmeyer (Throw), Luis Ibarra 
(Distance, Middle Distance), and Ann Hickey (Jumps), all of which hoped to 
train the team well enough to make it to SCIAC this season. Both the men 
and womens teams were full of incredible athletes competing in all events. 
Shuree Gangloff, a sophmore on the team, was one member of the team 
that stood out this year. She placed 5th in discus at the 2007 track and field 
championship at the University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh. This earned her All-
American honors. This is just one of the outstanding members of the 2007 
team. 
But Track & Field encompases much more than running around the 
track. Events range from a variety of backgrounds and include running 
events such as meter hurdles, meter steeplechase, meter relays, and varrying 
distance meter runs while field events include: triple jump, shot put, high jump, 
hammer throw, discuss, pole vault, long jump, and javelin. 
SCIAC Finals, Southen California Intercollegate Athletic Conference, 
was held this year at Memorial Stadium here at Whittier College. The two 
day event held the last weekend of April brought together regional schools 
to prove to each other who was the best. Whitter's Track and Field Atheletes 
did their best, despite rigid heat. 
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below: The Men tennis team worked their 
hardest this year and had on of their best 
season, 
I 0f F 
Women- Jane Edwards-McNear, 
Whitney Egoian, Emily Friedhoff, 
Bebe Gonzalez, Cecilia Nova, 
Christa Rainy/lIe, Vika Shosina, 
Megan Win go 
Men- Eric Ainsworth, Louis Astbury 
Daniel Benesch, Shezad Bruce, 
Gus Cawley Joseph Choi, Justin 
DeLong, Ben Duncan, Adrian 
Hallauer, Stephen Hewlett, Sean 
Robertson, Sean Summerall 
Men & Women's Ilennis  
Women's tennis this year started with a shortage of players. 
After some recruitment the team filled with players willing to put 
their whole heart into the game. The team was lead by senior Vika 
Shoshina, who was the first women's tennis player in five years to 
be named second team all-conference. Each of the players spend 
hours on the court working as hard as possible to make this season 
as successful as possible. Not only did the season end with a plethera 
of players, but the season also ended with a different coach. This 
coach, Steve, a professional tennis player at one time pushed each 
of the girls to play their hardest, With recruitment already started 
for next year, this team is one that is looking forward to seasons to 
come. 
The men's tennis team had a completey successful. The Poets, 
lead by head coach David Bojalad, worked out during practice and 
this could be see during their matches. The team ended 6th overall 
with a season that consisted of 6 wins, With all of the players this 
was a season that stands out against previous male tennis seasons. 
The team was made up of mostly single playes but freshmans' Sean 
Robertson and Justin DeLong also made up the only doubles team 
this year. The strong talent from both of these players makes this 
doubles team something towatch in the upcoming seasons. 
above.' Junior emily 1-riecihoir recieves a serve ourin 
doble match, her partner is christa Rainville, 
* 
ow: Shezad Bruce plays up on the net trying to figure out his opponents next 
ye, 
Womens C 
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La Verne 
Pomona Pitzer 
CMS 
Occidental 
La Sierra 
Ohio Northern 
Hope 
Chapman 
Colorado College 
Western New Mexico University 
Cal Lutheran 
Lewis and Clark 
Cal Tech 
Red/ands 
above: Junior christa Rainville serves that ba/I 
during one of her single matches 
Mens C on en Is 
iDove:t-resnman Sean Roterrson plays a single march, he also plo yes doubles 
For the Poets. 
Biola 
La Verne 
Hope 
Pomona Pitzer 
CMS 
Cal Poly Pomona 
Occidental 
La Sierra 
Whitman 
Western New Mexico University 
University of the South 
University of Wisconsin Osh Kos/ 
La Sierra 
Occidental 
Wilamette 
Cal Tech 
Cal Lutheran 
Red/ands 
Sports Candids 
Normally this spread would be dedicated to the Golf team but 
due to unforeseen circumstances information for this page could 
not be acquired. We apologize and wish the team luck in the 
season to come. 
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12 
ith four years of 
college finished the 
seniors experienced 
the biggest change 
this year; graduting 
	  from Whittier. While 
t- ey will not be a part of the new changes 
to campus, they have been able to see 
this campus grow and change in ways that 
the lower classmen have not seen. With all 
the memories of past years at Whittier the 
seniors were able to spend the last few 
months on campus enjoying their times 
with peers and friends before they moved 
forward with their lives. Good Luck to the 
seniors as they start a new chapter and 
experience a new Change of Direct/on, 
atier College  
CLASS PXI°°7 
Vanesa Alvarado 
Sociology 
Dana Allen 
Biology/Chemistry 
Maria Azucena Amezquita 	 Michelle Araw 
Biology/Spanish 	 Buisness Admin/ Mona gment 3' 
Sherry Armstrong 
Psychology 
Marina Asiedu 
Biochemistry 
Jessica Baeza 
His tory/International Relations 
Ayse Bassari 
Biology/French 
Nancy Benutto 
Spanish/Latin American studies 
Joshua Beasley 
Philosophy of Coprporate 
Morality 
Molly Berger 
Whittier Scholars 
Elliot Bostick 
Business Administration 
Erika Breceda 
Kinesiology 
Nerissa Buelno 
Comparative Cultures 
Jessica Candelario 
Art History/Spanish/Gender 
Stud/es 
Jessica Car/son 
Biology 
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Seniors 
Melissa Draper 
Biology 
Beth DuVall 
Business Administration/ 
Political Science 
Meredith Drake 
Kinesiology/Biology/Spanish 
Joanne Di Stefano 
Biology/Chemistry 
Jennifer Edington 
Biology 
Crystal Eng 
Whittier Scholars/Spanish 
Yesenia Escobedo 
Child Development 
Adrianna Esparza 
Psycology/Music/Spanish 
Charles Evans 
Business Administration 
Kimberly Faulkinbury 
Kinesiology 
Amelia Fazio 
Child Development 
David Forrest 
International Mrktng/ 
Latin American History 
Jane Franklin 
Political Science/French 
Matthew Furukawa 
Biology 
Denell Garcia 
Business Administration 
Sarah Goldsberry 
Biology/comparative Cultures 
Eric Gonzales 
Biology 
Stephanie Hansen 
Political Science 
Marlena Gonzales 
Biology/Spanish 
Laura Guzman 
Child Development/ 
Elementary Education 
Georgia Faye Hirsty 
Poltical Science 
Jenna Hughes 
Kinesiology/Spanish 
Lisa Ibanez 
Social Work 
Jason Jenkins 
English Literature/Gymnastics 
Barbara Johnson 
English Literature 
Megan Johnson 
Chemistry with ACS 
Laura Jones 
Kinesiology/Biology 
Jami Michelle Juarez 
Psychology 
Scott Juber 
Business Admin/Philosophy 
Seth Kutik 
Philosophy 
Jennifer Lang 
English Literature 
Shawndra Lassiter 
Religious Studies 
Robert Lee 
Business Administration 
Jonathan Lee 
Biology 
Levi Leon 	 Laic Levine-Wilens 
Psychology/Religious Stud/es Sociology/French/Spanish 
Marcelo Leyvo 
Biology/Chemistry 
Lani Louie 
English 
Gabriela Luevano 
Biology 
Celina Mono/a 
Political Science 
Jennifer McCloskey 
Social Work 
Elyse Maru 
Kinesiology/Pre-Physical 
Therapy/Japanese 
Amy McDaniel 
English /Religious Studies 
Tatiana Mironova 
Economics 
Ecaterina Lucia Mitariu 
Economics/Busieness Admin 
Finance 
Cindy Morales 
Sociology 
Evelina Olivas 
WSP Business & Theatre 
Teresa Paredes 
Business 
Maribel Perez 
Child Development/Spanish 
Misty Petrus 
Business Ethics/ Gender 8< 
Women Studies 
Elizabeth Pitman 
Kinesiology 
Lubov Portnaya 
Economics/ Business Admin. 
Anthony Prechtl 
Music 
Juleon Rabbani 
Health Care in a Social 
Context 
Molly Rademacher 	 Erin Raisner 
French/Child Development Political Science/Spanish 
ItTiI&.7LJ17RZJThW  
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Xuan Sin 
Child Development 
Shannon Siracuse 
English 
Jenny Smith 
Theatre Performance 
Anthony Taylor 
Business Admin/Economics 
Courtney Taylor 
Whittier Scholars 
Connor Tyron 
Biochemistry 
Tricia Tongco 
Art/Philosophy/Gender & 
Womens Studies 
Drake Townes-Witzel 
International Busieness/ 
Spanish 
Melody Verdugo 
Business Administration 
Raymond Walker 
Business Marketing 
Robin Warfel 
Business Administration/ 
Spanish 
Brenna Winslow 
Public Policy/Border Studies 
Mexican-American Relations 
Mitchell Wang 
Business Administration 
Kelsey Marie Wuornos 
Performance and the Social 
Conscince/ Polticol Science 
SENIORS NOT PICTURED 
 
Aas, Daniel Dyer, Ashley League, Lauren Pines, Philip 
Aceves, Ashley Eddow, Chosen Ledesma, Carmen Pint, Patricia 
Adams, Deanna Escobar, Elizabeth Lee, Jacob Pletcher, Cody 
Aguilar, Robert Ette/, Michael Leon, Cynthia Polasko, Maxwell 
Alessi, Jonathan Farah, Constantine Leong, Andrea Prickett, Michael 
Alvarez, Melissa Fazio-Leitch, Nico//e Liauw, Ryan Rahman, Nowsheba 
Amouzegar-Asli, Sanaz Felix, Michael Lin, Monica Ramirez, Rochelle 
Anderson, Lillian Fel/hauer, Logan Loe, Claire Repine, Kathleen 
Armas, Daniel Flores, Desiree Loesche, Molly Rice, Janice 
Armstrong-Miller, Torch Foresta, Ryan Logan, Michelle Rivera, Giovanni 
Bade, Mark Friedman, Shaina Lybrand, Rebecca Robinson, Julie 
Ba/akrishnan, Swati Froom, Clayton Majumdar, Sudeshna Ruebsamen, Megan 
Banda, Christian Furman, Sarah Manfredi, Chelsea Ruiz, Sha/een 
Barrios, Wendy Gallaher, Paul Manzano, Raymond Sa/omone, Nicholas 
Bateman, Riley Galloway, Mys tie Marashlian, Tamara Sandoval, Adam 
Baudry, Roxanne Garcia, Anthony Marshall, Kristen Santana, lose ph 
Baumann, Michael Garcia, Edgar Mascoto, Michelle Santos, Sheena 
Belcoe , Amber Garcia, Martalee Mateos, Diana Savnik, Jessica 
Bigger, Meghan Garvey, Joseph McFar/in, Joseph Scott, Nicholas 
Billroth-Maclurg, Alison Gerbarg, David McGee, Terrell Shone, Eric 
Bogaard, Katherine Gibson, Shannon McPart/and, Taylor Shapiro, Sharon 
Bojorge, Astrid Gomez, Diana Medrano, Annette Shaw, Jonathan 
Boothe, Camille Gonzales, Joseph Mejia, Jesse She/lard, Lauren 
Borrayo, Gloria Graciano, Fabiola Mejia, Randy Shively, Jennifer 
Bossi, Eric Graham, Robert Mendoza, William Smith, Deirdre 
Brannon, Zachary Gregory, Michael Meraz, Mary Smoot, Amber 
Brown, Laurel Guerra, Brittney Middleton, Tyler So/is, Juan 
Bucholtz, Cheryl Guss, Andrew Minnehan, Kara Soshina, Viktoriya 
Camacho, Greg Hallifax, Jenzie Molina, Noemi Staev, Svet/in 
Canner, Mark Hartman, Katie Morgado, Matthew Stein, David 
Capucetti, Gabriella Harvey, Michael Morgan, James Stock/er, Benjamin 
Carlos, Patricia Hayt horn , Alexander Morley, John Stracner, Lauren 
Carty, Wesley Hirth, Thomas Nacham, Greg Stranahan, Erin 
Castillo, Samson Huizar, Felipe Naylor, Bianca Surat, Jason 
Castro, Stephanie Ignacio, Marina Nielsen, Tyson Swift, Clinton 
Cato, Shelly Johnson, Lindsay Nixon, Gillian Takashima, Aisha 
Chabran, Francisco Johnson, Savannah Novas yo/ov, David Tava/e, Napoleon 
Chan, Esther Jones, Dustin Nunez, Leovijilda Terhune, Thomas 
Chan, Jennifer Josie, Kharma/ O'Brien, Heather Thong, Sonia 
Choi, Joseph Ho Young Juterbock, Tiffany Olague, Leona To, Hoang 
Clancy, Erin Kark, Sean Oliver, Sarah Toai/oa, Joshua 
Clay, Donato Kark, Victoria Olmstead, Robin Tyack, Julia 
Coffey, Christian Kearney, Kiel 0/son, Brian Valencia, Manuel 
Colby, Kathryn Keefer, Quinn Onoda, Nicholas Vega, Melissa 
Cons, Roland Kennison, Christopher Ornelas, Connie Vessel/a, Thomas 
D'Angona, Justin Kerben, Joel Orner, Danielle Vishvana than, Part han 
Daum, Nicholas Key, Krista Padgett, Erica Vu, Diana 
Davidson, Meredith Kisting, Kelly Polo fox, Regan Woolen, Elizabeth 
Davis, Whitman Kloefkorn, Tyler Pont, Niraj Wakasa, Kanako 
Deutsch, Alice Kulla-Mader, David Park, Franklin Watson, Emily 
Doleck, Tenzing Kwong, Derek Perea, Adrian Wilkins, Jacqueline 
Dolen, Jaclyn Lame, David Pfohl, Erich Wong, Mitchell 
Doyle, Kelly Larson, Spencer Pforzheimer, Lucas Zaragoza, Cynthia 
Drilling, Alexa Lavi/lotti, Kay/an Pham, Lisa Zaragoza, Laura 
Dubberly, Leslie Lawrence, Peter Phillips, Andrew Zehr, Nicholas 
Du/in, Bryant Le, Lan Pineda, Kathleen Zerbe, Joke 
SENIOR BBQ 
As the year dwindled and finals ended, the seniors 
ended their college career just as they began it, with a dinner 
at held at the President's house, This could be one of the most 
anticipated days of every students senior year, this dinner 
marks then end of their lives as undergraduate students, As 
everyone made their last treck up the dreaded hill, memories 
of the past few years at Whittier swarmed their head: the 
friends they made, the classes they took, the roomates they 
had, the late nights spent doing last minute papers and so 
much more. With all types of food and music the seniors were 
able to enjoy one last night together before they parted 
ways. 
Top: Some of the senior Polmers 
along with Professor Les Howard 
enjoy one final dinner together 
Above: Seniors and port of the 
Met society gather in the front 
of the courtyard before they 
enter the BBQ. 
Right, The Herzberger pose for 
a photo as they host the senior 
BBQ. 
Left: The Courtyard at the Presidents house was 
the site of the BBQ, tables and food and band 
lined the courtyard while students could be found 
all around the house. 
Below: Office of Student Activities Director. Barny 
Peake, Assistant Director, Sarah Morgan and junior 
Carlos Salazar worked to put on a womderful last 
BBQ for the seniors. 
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Above: These seniors enjoy one of their last meals catered by Ban Appeitie, no more cafeteria 
food for them. 
Left: Not only will the free food at Whittier be missed, but the incredible deserts will be 
missed as well, these seniors take advantage of the desert tray 
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6RADUATION 
This ceremony was not only just the presentation of 
the diploma it was the end of what seems like an era for the 
seniors. For four years the seniors have spent their lives studying, 
hanging out, debating, having impromptu sporting events on 
the quad, exploring the area and having every adventure 
possible and with graduation it all seemed to come to an 
end. 
The seniors graduation day was picturesque, held in 
the stadium on campus the weather was a typical southern 
California summer day and everything seemed perfect. 
Speakers such as Roberta Roy, President Herzberger and even 
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa stunned the graduates and the 
audience with amazingly articulated words of wisdom, As 
each senior crossed the stage, shook President Herzberger 
hand and received their diploma they smiled knowing that life 
is an adventure and that Whittier will always be a wonderful 
memory. Congratulations to the class of 2007 we wish you the 
best of luck in all that you do! 
Top: The Whittier college professors and staff members enter the stadium before 
the ceremony begins, 
Above: President Herzberger presents this years graduation speoker, MayorAntonio 
Villoroigoso, with o certificate before he addressed this years graduates, 
Left: The seniors and the crowd look on as they are addressed by the multiple 
speokers. 
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ERICH PFOHL 
Erich, You continue to make us happy and 
proud. We couldn't dream of a better son 
and brother As you build your castles, may 
you stay Forever Young. 
We Love You. Mom, Dad, and Chelsea. 
Dear Amber, 
On this day, a new pinnacle 
has been reached. 
Look down and be proud of 
all you've accomplished. 
Look up and anticipate all 
you have to achieve. 
Live this moment, 
YOUR moment! 
With ALL of our 
CONGRATULATIONS 
and LOVE, 
Daddy, Mommy, 
Jason, Jayden & Peyton 
    
     
Congratulations 
on your 
graduation. We 
are very proud of 
you. 
Mom and Dad 
10 
Jess- you will be missed, thanks for everything: 
late nights in the office, working too many 
hours BUT even more thanks for the memories 
(never forget New York and the huge suitcase 
	  
or St. Louis and the arch!) Good Luck!! 
Love the other members of "The Core Four" 
Ash 
we are so proud of ou! Your ahrd work 
and dedication has been an inspiration to 
us a. Ma God guide ou in all that ou 
d0. The onl thing that makes us ha pj 
is our favorite pair of 50k5 . . smells lice-
coconuts! 
ke 
Love, pad, Mom, Sophie, and SamI 
hAron 5bapiro 
C0119rntulntious $hnron! 
Jest Wishes 
,Jjovc, "OM nnd Ørni 
Asklej Maria Deer 
Congratulations, Joseph. 
We ore very proud of you. Your hard 
work and determination against strong odds 
demonstrate that you can accomplish anything. 
We always had faith in you. 
You will discover that life is hard but it is 
also filled with happiness. You will also discover 
that life is not a rehearsal, it is for real. It requires 
courage every day Now that you are starting 
your life, ever day is important and precious. 
Conduct yourself in a responsible fashion and 
your life will be rewarding. 
Good luck in the future, your family holds 
you in high esteem. 
Your Mother 
Congra tula tion s to th e S en iors ff. 
Good Luck in all of your future 
endeavors, 
We wish you the bestf 
With Love, 
The Acropolis Staff 
Special Thanks to: 
OSA 
(Sarah Morgan, Barny Peake, Eva Corrubias) 
Brynda Everman 
Artistry Foto 
Media Council 
Qucker Campus 
KPOET 
The Club 
Acropolis  Workshop 
Any other students or staff member that 
contributed to the book 

On April 16, 2007 a student on the Virginia POlyteO University in Blacksburg, Virg ir)jp shçátwo 
eople in a dorm before moving on tø-open fire in a classroom building. Once the shcing'ended 
2 people, a few of which were professors or instructors, were killed. The shooter then. hook his own 
ifë and left the rest of the campus in shock. 
	 ; 
As news of this event spread around the Whittier College campus, stu61ef1tsas well as 
rofessors we shocked and horrified. Discussions were held every where, in clssrôom and 
mongst tables in the Cl. Orange and Marroon ribbons could be seen on studéñts1 all around 
am pus. But most importantly, over 200 students, professors and community membets gathered 
round the rock April 19th fr ci candle vigil to remember all who died in the tradegy. Students, 
ncludimg COR president Adcm SteignbciUgh and vice-president Steve Adesio spoke as well as 
resident Herzberger and Mqjkr Owa Newcomer. Then the mic was open for students to share,.. 
heir thoughts and feelings. Ttiflight waa way -for Whittier College to come together in the event 
f this tragedy and remember what is most important in life. Because as most stated, this could 4,... 
 
ave happened anywhere. 
	 - 
This is an event that marked a cha 	 in our lives as stude.  , Any, we will 
em9mber. IL  
ft Or 4I 
•:- 

'I Closing 
C) 
PC 
15 
ife is bound to change; we all 
I 
now this, It may be something 
along the lines of a change 
in 	 your daily routine or a 
ecision that will inevitably 
change your life. Whatever it 
is, change is neccesary; it keeps us on our 
toes. Whether the change is good or bad, 
it is how we accept change in our lives 
that truely matters, Our hope is that as you 
	
look through the pages of this book you wifi 
	  
realize just how much you have changed 
over the past year. Whether you made 
changes to important relationships, found 
your true calling, or maybe you found our 
who you really are; the important thing to 
remember is that, in a way, your life is like 
our campus, It is always Subject to Change, 
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Eifr Note: Fr the second 	 ar in a row I have put my all 
into ths book. This years Acropo1iiface lift. As a staff we 
decided to switch around sections, add new pages and, stories 
The.oiheIpjjs all more accuratly remember the year on 
carn!Iiihls ch$nge and more importantly this whole book 
waLl* no1'Ja-\çeeen possible without the help of my staff, who 
	 - r orst to put together the pages. In true yearbook low on we ad jome minor set backs but we worked through it 
.and,Jn_thelong rUn, had a great time. Also, I want to thank Sarah 
Lynda Everman, and Barny Peake for the support and 
/ help throughoutthe semester. Not only 	 my own staff and 
the staff • OSAan extraordinary help-but I also want to thank 
y-'o e lse \A/,ho supported the book and contributed toitifl 
any way yur hlp is greatly appriciated My sincere hope is that 
you all enjoy loking thrftthe pages of this book becuas I  
know t at,' enjoyed producting it for you. 
y, F 
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